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ABSTRACT
Over the years, feminist interpretations of art historical topics have expanded
into their own subfield, full of research and activity. Despite the current abundance of
written work on this subject, there is a trivialization of women in the arts by the Art
History discipline in American art institutions that causes feminist art history to
remain a separate entity and only as a subfield of inquiry rather than an integrated one
in a canonized course of study. But should feminist art history continue to be just a
feminist issue and relegated to an area of specialization that could easily be bypassed
by disinterested art historians?
While debates have gone back and forth on whether feminist art history
should be integrated into canonized Art History, feminist interpretations offer
particular, useful perspectives to the discipline as a whole as readings of gender could
apply to everyone and every culture, as well as throughout all historical periods.
Pioneering art history feminist research, which gained traction during second-wave
feminism of the 1960s-70s in the United States, was concerned with excavating,
rediscovering, and naming examples of women artists. As activists of the second
wave began to hold the androcentric institutions of art more accountable to women,
both within and outside academia, feminist research shifted during the third wave of
the 1980s-90s into more theoretical frames to discuss discourse on how women fit
into canonized art histories. Now currently in the fourth wave and moving into a fifth
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wave of feminism, further expansion of the topic is seen through the use of the
Internet in the form of podcast series, blogs, and social media platforms.
By analyzing a select number of art historical research and methodologies
implemented in American academia, I have created a select historiography of how
feminist writings developed during the feminist waves. Much of the research
concerns the subject of early modern period women patrons and artists, in particular
two case studies on patron/matron Isabella d’Este (1474-1539) and artist Artemisia
Gentileschi (1593-1656). The results have shown that with each passing wave,
feminist art historians have presented other views and interpretations of patronage
practices and artwork that mirror the existing, contemporary societal changes
regarding gender discourses. This study is a question to open up further discussions of
the topic of feminist interpretation in a field still governed by an androcentric system
for several centuries, as well as this study highlights my own suggestions for moving
gender readings from its position in alterity to the center of the Art History discipline.

x

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A study on feminist art history will always involve complex attitudes toward
the subject. How women are perceived within the hierarchy of the art historical canon
timeline, which has caused many debates on the topic, can elicit strong emotions in
some cases. The lack of female examples to exist alongside male artists of certain art
movements and periods is one issue that has been discussed, especially during the
early 1970s. A selected few art historians and critics had called out against the field of
art history and its treatment toward women and other related subjects. Linda Nochlin
(1931-2017), Joan Kelly (1928-1982), Whitney Chadwick (b.1943), and Mary D.
Garrard (b.1937) are just a few of those who questioned the roles of women in (art)
history and have remained some of the most distinguished figures of the field. While
they were not the first or only figures to call out against such themes in academia,
their contributions had caused a rippling effect on others who had also felt neglected
due to the androcentric nature of most academic disciplines.
Linda Nochlin’s groundbreaking essay “Why Have There Been No Great
Women Artists?” (1971) had boldly questioned why there were no famous female
artistic equivalents to any of the recognized great male artists. 1 Institutional-based
limitations that had worked against women artists to prevent them from ever reaching
similar levels of greatness as male artists were a main issue and the largest factor in
her argument. With those limitations set, women artists were considered lesser and
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Linda Nochlin, Women, Art, and Power and Other Essays (New York: Harper & Row, 1988), 145-6.
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prevented them from obtaining a similar status as their male counterparts, partly due
to the lack of resources.
Historian Joan Kelly examined the roles of women during the Italian
Renaissance (c. 1300s-c. 1500s) in her essay, “Did Women Have A Renaissance?”
(1977), coming to the conclusion that women did not, in fact, have a renaissance. This
argument was in in stark contrast to the legacy of the Italian Renaissance, which is
usually considered as a period of magnificent human endeavor, still glorified in Art
History today. As economic and political powers changed in Italy during the
Renaissance—from feudalism to mercantilism--so did the noblewomen’s positions in
courtly life. Furthermore, as Italian men gained more economic and political
freedoms through the wealth of trade and not solely from an aristocratic lineage,
women, in turn, lost those freedoms held during medieval times. For instance,
education and literature for the courtly woman during the medieval era was highly
evolved and generally showed women in a positive light, but during the Italian
Renaissance, education was initially banned for women, and then later, the majority
of it was determined under patriarchal ideals, disseminated by male teachers. 2
Overall, there was a decline of the influence Italian noblewomen had within the court.
and it was largely due to the shifting powers among the ruling mercantile elite. 3
In Whitney Chadwick’s Women, Art, and Society (1990), she covered an
exceedingly long history of art historical scholarship, highlighting the systematic
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Joan Kelly, “Did Women Have A Renaissance?” in Women, History, and Theory: The Essays of Joan
Kelly, ed. Catharine R. Stimpson (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1986), 35.
3
Ibid., 31.
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issues toward women in the European art world. Lastly, Mary D. Garrard has written
extensively on the artist Artemisia Gentileschi (1593-1656), as well as had worked on
essays that focused on feminist issues applied to art historical topics. Other notable
figures to be mention during the rise of feminist art history include Griselda Pollock
(b.1949), Norma Broude (b.1941), and Ann Sutherland Harris (b.1937). What is
important to notice is the subject matter of their most recognized work and what
ultimately groups these luminaries together. Women in most (art) professions were
treated differently due to their gender. These women scholars, in their goals to make
these matters more visible, have made revolutionary changes to the discipline and
how art history has been structured in academia. While their work begun in the early
1970s, scholars have continued their work in an effort to make women in the art field
visible and respected for any contributions they had made.
Feminist theory or feminist interpretation in academia has received both
positive and negative attention. The positive aspect of including feminist
interpretation of any topic in any discipline allows for a chance to observe how
women and their involvement effected that area of study. Negative aspects, however,
might include arguments, in which feminist interpretations might cause a distraction
from the main issues of any topic. This topic will be explored more in the literature
review in chapter two, but as for my position, I firmly believe that any interpretation
is a welcome exploration of that targeted topic. In the case of art history, as shown in
the above examples of the listed researchers, there is a great deal to be discussed on
women and their roles in the main art historical timelines. There is no doubt that art
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history as a discipline has developed past total ignorance, but there is still a problem
in regard to gender equality.
In this study, I will be analyzing a selected number of art historical research
and methodologies to create a narrowed historiography on how feminist writings
developed on the subject of early modern period women patrons and artists. I have
selected two case studies, Isabella d’Este (1474-1539) and Artemisia Gentileschi
(1593-1656), who have received extensive attention by art historians. As the
resurgence of a fourth and possible fifth feminist wave shows, there is still a restless
energy for those battling against inequality. This “rediscovering” of women in art
history has been successful, but the next step seems to be blurred. By reviewing the
methodologies developed from early research by a few selected art historians and
continuing with current research and methods, a direction of what the next step is for
feminist art history might be found.
Methodology
The importance of both Isabella d’Este’s and Artemisia Gentileschi’s histories
mirrors the developments of theory during the feminist waves. At first, basic
rediscovering of their identities as women involved in the arts was needed as
foundations. Then as feminist theory grew more multifaceted, so did the research
methods. As this study combs through some selected scholarship, core themes will be
discussed, as well as why they had been so important to understanding feminist art
history’s importance to the discipline as a whole.

5

Feminism is a general belief in the social, economic, and political equality of
the sexes and genders. While equality for women has been the main focus for the
movement, multiple movements have broadened the term to include the fight against
racial, sexual, homophobic, and classist discriminations alongside gender
discrimination. Since this master’s thesis is limited in its breadth in terms of time and
space, my attempt to cover all groups of the feminist movement in the United States
will also be limited even though I recognize that the fifth-wave of feminism is correct
in reassessing (and revisiting) the notion of who is a “woman,” including
transwomen. In my limited scope, I will only be able to address cisgender
patron/matrons and artists who were perceived as such during their own time periods.
Furthermore, feminist art history has typically been focused on women and their roles
in art history (although not limited to such), combining both feminist theory and art
history methods to explore the treatment of women in this field of study. Judith
Butler(b.1956) has written on feminist and gender theory that has influenced a large
part of academic thought toward gender and feminist theory. 4 Butler states: “In a
culture in which the false universal of ‘man’ has for the most part been presupposed
as coextensive with humanness itself, feminist theory has sought with success to
bring female specificity into visibility and to rewrite the history of culture in terms
which acknowledge the presence, the influence, and the oppression of women.” 5
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Darin Barney, “In Defense of Judith Butler,” HuffPost Canada, July 28, 2013,
https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/darin-barney/in-defense-of-judith-butler-mcgill_b_3346589.html.
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Judith Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and
Feminist Theory,” in Art of Art History: A Critical Anthology, ed. Donald Preziosi (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2009), 360.
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Since the focus on this study is on research that majority uses feminist theory, or
involving a special interest in women, using the term feminist still seems appropriate.
Research Question/Discussion
The major question or discussion points of this thesis would be the
relationship between feminist art history and canonized art history. The focus of
feminist art history has been mostly contained in feminist art historical subjects rather
than accepted into canonized art history. Despite the current abundance of written
work that can be found on women patrons or artists, these women are still not
regarded with the same importance as male patrons or artists. This causes a gap in the
discipline and overlooks an important part when researching art history, trivializing
the contributions of women artists, patrons, and feminist art historians. My questions
revolve around subjects, such as why, after three successful, complete feminist
waves, is research conducted on women patrons and artists still mainly a feminist
problem and not an overall art historical problem? Should women patrons and artists
be only a feminist problem? Discussions highlighting the worries about drawing
focus away from main art historical subjects to focus on social issues such as gender
discrimination has caused some discourse over the topic. Despite that, there is an
active circulation on research focused around feminist interpretation on the early
modern period in Italy, but is it enough? My overall goal is to create a discussion
among audience that will circle back to academic institutional limitations similar to
Nochlin’s approach. Topics, such as women’s rights in androcentric disciplines, are
important for it calls into question the very structure of academic systems in society.

7

My approach will hopefully generate an open discussion to all those curious about the
relationship women have with art history.
Methodology Selected
Phyllis Stock-Morton in “Finding Our Own Ways: Difference Paths to
Women’s History in the United States,” states: “In each field, the introduction of
women changed the corpus of knowledge in major ways, and requires a wholesale
reordering of priorities.” 6 Stock-Morton furthers her point when studying women’s
history in the United State. While her topic is focus on developing an understanding
of how women’s history had been recorded, her statement can be applied with this
particular study as well. Stock-Morton states:
The practice of women’s history, like culture itself, is subject to lag
and uneven development. Practitioners in the United States are to be
found at all levels; and there is no consensus on the goal toward which
development is heading. As a result, any attempt to sum up the ‘stages’
in women’s history will not only be artificial; it will also reflect the
vantage point of the individual historian. 7
The study of women’s histories alone is so diverse that a complete history is nearly
impossible to complete in one study. Turning the topic away from what was
traditionally androcentric has had a noticeable effect on academia. It brings to light
the disregarded parts of history and offers a new view of certain events or works of
art. In addition, when regarding why the scope of this study is based on the United
States, it is partially due to the fact that my own educational background is mainly

6

Phyllis Stock-Morton, “Finding Our Own Ways: Difference Paths to Women’s History in the United
States,” in Writing Women's History: International Perspectives, ed. Karen Offen, Ruth Roach Pierson,
and Jane Rendall (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 1991), 70.
7
Ibid., 60.
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American with time spent in Florence, Italy, during 2015-16. Narrowing my focus to
scholarship of Italian art history, using feminist theory in the United States, had
seemed suitable.
The methodology that I use is similar to an historiography on feminist
writings concerning early modern Italian women patrons and artists. When discussing
canonical art history timelines, artists since the time of Giorgio Vasari (1511-1574)
and his encyclopedia of the artists during the Italian Renaissance (1300-1500),
usually have extensive recorded evidence of their careers and influence, but in
comparison, only a few on women have received similar attention. Although, the lack
of documentation and lost or mislabeled artwork did not help the study of women
patrons and artists of the period. Yet, both Isabella d’Este and Artemisia Gentileschi
are debatably the most well-known women involved in the arts during the early
modern period in Italy. The amount of documentation, research, and feminist critique
on both women covers many topics, such as artist father-daughter relationships,
nobility and patronage of the arts, and how women navigated through a maledominated sphere of their times.
Documentary analysis is the appropriate approach for the purpose of this
research. By analyzing the research made on the two case studies by the notable art
historians during the past three waves of the feminist movement, it will establish a
stable timeline of the development of the feminist art history of this study. I selected
the two case studies based on the amount of research that has been done on them
during the three completed feminist waves and currently during the fourth wave. For
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the sake of a narrowed historiography on feminist art history scholarship, the wave
metaphor is useful in that the focus are the major turning points of feminist art history
research. Examining how these feminist art historians approached these topics will
illuminate which methodological tools they used and what changed in the current
scholarship of the fourth wave. Each feminist wave took something from a past wave
and expanded on it, critiqued it, and/or surpassed it. Have the methodological tools
changed in a way for feminist art historians to study women patrons and artists in a
non-androcentric way? And if so, will that tip the scales in favor of including early
modern women patrons and artists into canonized art history without sectioning them
off as mainly a feminist interest? With the case study, I will map out possible
directions of where feminist art history is heading in the discipline as a whole.
Subjects
The early modern period of Italy focuses on the Italian Renaissance (c.
1300’s-1500’s) and the Baroque Era (c. 1600s-1740), two periods that housed the
most famously recognized artists in art history. Of course, such a claim is biased and
ideological, but many of the second wave feminist art historians made an effort to
highlight this particular area and time periods. In my own interest, I believe that there
was a motivating relationship that early feminist academics projected onto early
modern period Italian women. As time progressed, women were becoming more
recognized in their own crafts, and many of the women scholars I had listed were the
luminaries to have developed a pathway for those interested in this particular subject.
Subjects, such as Isabella and Artemisia, are just two out of the many women who
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influenced art in Italy and prove that despite the gender limitations set against them,
they were successful in their aspirations.
Restatement of the Problem
Women in the art history field are gaining higher positions, discussions on
women artists or female figures in art are a lot more common than before, and
technology has assisted in greater access to these subjects. While it is not perfectly
equal, the struggles of leading feminist art historians and critics have improved
situations regarding, not only gender, but also inequality as a whole in the field.
However, that is no reason to be content with the constant separation between
feminist issues and the Art History discipline in general. Feminist interpretation, or
the topic of women in art history in general, takes a step behind what is traditionally
important to the subject.
Focusing on a pinned starting point, the early 1970s in the United States, we
see that one concern for some feminist art historians was to rediscover women artists
of the past and to continue the trend of building on biographies of notable women
artists. The effort of rediscovering women artists, later expanding to other problem
areas, was informative on the subject of women in art. Take Nochlin’s approach as an
example. Nochlin addressed that topic by insisting that the effort was a vital step in
the discussion of women artists but drawing focus away from the main issue. There
are no female equivalents to famous male artists, such as Michelangelo (1475-1564)
or Picasso (1881-1973) due to the assumed lack of genius women had; however, there
are women artists who have come close, such as Sofonisba Anguissola (1532-1625)
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or Artemisia Gentileschi (1593-1656). These women, no matter how amazing their
work, could never match up with male artists of their time, even if women artists or
their fathers might have been in contact with some of the great male artists of the
time.
Regardless, they were always considered one step behind prominent male
artists.8 So, introducing women in the art historical canon was a slow climb for many
years. In On the Subjection of Women by John Stuart Mill (1806-73), he states
“Everything which is usual appears natural. The subjection of women to men being a
universal custom, any departure from it quite naturally appears unnatural,” and given
that many institutions run on centuries’ old traditions, women artists have suffered for
those so-called traditions.9 When Nochlin refers to this idea, she claims that it is not
necessarily the individual ill-will of men to subject others into minority groupings,
but the institutional power structures that surround our society. 10 Essentially, why
give up power as a group, when it is accepted as a norm by a majority of society and
our own educational institutions? This argument is what I frame much of my own
methodology when researching this topic. I do agree that there are institutional
limitations in regard to the inclusion of women in art history. There is an acceptance
to what is natural--a majority of great artists were male, and that acceptance is
continued in the present day. The art historians who prefer traditional canon does not
readily accept women artists into the natural flow of the timeline.

8

Nochlin, Women, Art, and Power and Other Essays, 150.
John Stuart Mill, On the Subjection of Women (Connecticut: Fawcett Publications, 1971), 28.
10
Nochlin, Women, Art, and Power and Other Essays, 152.
9
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There is no satisfying answer to such a question, nor is there a complete
answer to satisfy all who are concerned by this topic. The efforts of feminist art
historians had paid off when they had challenged what was seen as normal within the
discipline. As of 2019, there is a tremendous amount of research available on women
in the history of art. A simple search in an academic research engine can attest to that.
We should celebrate our success of widening the scope of research in this field, but
not let that cloud the ever-persistence patriarchal system still set in place.
Roadmap
Attempting to list the complete history of the feminist movement in the United
States would lengthen this study into an assortment of chapters. So, a brief
chronological history of the feminist waves is explored in chapter two, focusing on
the highlights and notable figures of each wave period. This is to define some of the
theories and arguments that have been used by most researchers who delve into their
subject matter under a feminist theoretical scope. The focus on feminist art history is
next, presenting the influence it had on the subject of women in the field, as well as
discussing the debates on whether feminist interpretation on traditional art historical
topics were positive. Chapter three concerns the first case study, Isabella d’Este and
the subject of female patronage in early modern Italy. Similar to the treatment of
women artists by feminist art historians, female patronage was becoming better
known due to the increasing amount of interest in the subject. Research shows that
female patronage was vastly different from male patronage, due to the limitations
placed on women. Analyzing Isabella’s habits of collecting artifacts and
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commissioning artwork displays her nature as a patron and the patterns of patronage
as a whole. As the use of technology and the revival of the fourth feminist wave
brought other groups interested in this subject, in the form of conferences, for
example, attention to similar topics of women in art history grew.
Chapter four follows another case study, Artemisia Gentileschi, a successful
woman artist of her time despite the hardships in her life and career. A short
biography of major events in her life shifts into the selected works by art historians
during the feminist wave periods, which detail how their methods were used to
interpret her artwork in relation to her identity as a woman artist.
Finally, in the concluding chapter, Linda Nochlin and her famous essay is
revisited. The importance of this is to show what had changed from her earlier claims
about women artists and their treatment by Art History academia. An overview of
some of the arguments raised for and against feminist interpretation in art history is
brought up, as well as a final thought toward the revival of the fourth feminist wave,
its relationship with the advancement of technology, and the influence both have on
this area of study.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
While this study might not have the solution to end this problem of continual
underrepresentation of women in Art History, my focus is on the relationship of
feminist theory to art history. There are loose ends in the methods used when
addressing such issues that have helped in furthering the gap between the canon and
feminist art history. I firmly believe that feminist art history has opened doors for
scholars to question some of the systematic rules of academia that latently support a
separation between a dominant group and minority groups. Even after three feminist
waves and years of discussions, this gap--while more visible, discussed, and
challenged--still remains a monumental issue in academia.
One obvious answer is that a large part of academic circles is dominated by
white males, reflecting society’s ongoing issue with equality based on gender and
race. As the statistics demonstrated from the 1970’s to the present time, there are
considerable numbers of women in the profession, yet they are still secondary to men
in pay, importance, and power. The fact that women continue to be secondary figures
in the field lies in the fundamental structures of our society, which are constantly
argued with and fought against by feminist activism in both academic and public
domains. Despite this, feminist art historians have managed to carve a corner out for
themselves within the discipline, but they have faltered in breaking away as an equal
contender due to a powerful resistance by other art historians who supports, perhaps
unconsciously, patriarchal norms.
14
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On the topic of academic institutions, Linda Nochlin stated in her conclusion
that “[Women can] take part in the creation of institutions in which clear thought--and
true greatness--are challenges open to anyone, man or woman.”11 The hierarchy of
what is deemed important is largely problematic due to the inequality between
women and men in the field. So far, Nochlin and other historians have debunked the
specific question whether we have any “great” women artists. There are no great
women artists due to a system that supports male artists and patronage, ignoring
women’s participation in art history. Lack of documentation, confusion of artwork
attribution, and the general hierarchy of importance accorded to certain artists have
been lessened due to the efforts of many art historians, both feminist and non-feminist
alike. In fact, due to the advancement of technology, obscure topics, such as women
in art history, have become more accessible to the public.
In this chapter, a brief outline of the feminist movement in the United States
will explain some of the major theories that are typically used in feminist art history
methodology. The complexity of the history of the feminist movement is rarely
organized into a coherent timeline that is agreed by everyone involved. But the
challenge to teach and to write about the history of the movement with the help of the
wave metaphor-- recorded peak activity and events within a certain time frame-comes close but often fails to catch all the gaps that had occurred.
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Ibid., 176.
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Basics of First-Wave Feminism
The first wave in the United States the first wave did succeed in creating a
campaign for women to fight for their rights that had brought mass awareness to these
matters. Elizabeth Cady Stanton (1815-1902) and Susan B. Anthony (1820-1906)
were among the most noteworthy of the movement due to their activism and ability as
strategists when they had performed as leaders of the National Woman Suffrage
Association. One of the earliest goals for the first wave was to gain a legal identity for
women, such as the right to vote. Their efforts led to massive audiences and activists
to attend the women’s right convention in Seneca Falls, New York, in 1848 and the
later success with the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920. When it
came to prominent Black women activists, Maria Stewart (1803-1879) and Sojourner
Truth (1797-1883) had stood out despite racial limitations set on them. Stewart had
spoken against racial and gender injustice at Franklin Hall in 1832, highlighting the
economic and personal issues many African Americans dealt with at the time. 12
Sojourner Truth’s activism had used her religious roots to tie into her feminism,
preaching against the evils of slavery and how it denied those civil rights for African
Americans. The first wave was not perfect by any means, especially since it was
heavily tied to old traditional views on biological sexes and racial arrogances, but the
effect it had on political and civil rights had paved the way for future feminists to
address such flaws.
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Shulamith Firestone’s The Dialectic of Sex (1974) had observed of such
achievements during these early stages of the movement by stating: “[F]or women to
attack the Family, the Church, and the State (law) was for them to attack the very
cornerstones of the Victorian society in which they lived--the equivalent to attacking
sex distinctions themselves in our own time.”13 It was a radical change to what was
deemed as natural in American society, so it was met with resistance by many and
thus had to be taken up by the following waves.
Sexual politics was another topic that was challenged because of the
restrictive hold on women to their roles as housewives and mothers. But as the fight
for voting rights was met with resistance by those who valued traditional roles of
society, so was this matter. Firestone explains in the opening lines of her book:
Sex class is so deep as to be invisible. Or it may appear as a superficial
inequality, one that can be solved by merely a few reforms … but the
reaction of the common man, woman, and child--“That? Why you
can’t change that! You must be out of your mind!--is the closest to the
truth.14
The very notion of changing something that has been accepted as normal was
scandalous. Citing Simone de Beauvoir in The Second Sex (1949), there was a set
“sex dualism” that existed. Beauvoir theorized that men cannot think of themselves
without thinking of the Other, namely women. 15 Firestone furthers Beauvoir’s point
by breaking down the oppressive nature of the biological family or nuclear family, as
in the male, female, and infant structure. In that structure, women were fated to
13
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depend on men due to their roles of caring for the infant(s) as the men provided for
the family. 16 Even if it were for the family, husbands had a level of freedom that
outweighed any freedom the wife or infant had. 17 Moreover, there has been an
oppressive structure that has been repressing women, as well as children, for far too
long. This structure had outgrown its usefulness, with the help of future prospects
promising women an independent way of living and instigating them to rebel against
their constraints. New ideas and technology throughout the years exposed the nuclear
family structure as an imperfect choice for women. Yet, even with new educational
possibilities, women were often conflicted with their own freedoms and often fell
back into more traditional roles. For many women, this could have been a personal
choice, but as Betty Friedan’s work has demonstrated, countless women felt trapped
in their lives based on their expected roles.
Basics of Second-Wave Feminism
Betty Friedan (1921-2006) was an American feminist activist who had
conducted a series of surveys centered on American women in the suburbs. Those
surveys and her own analysis of American society involving women had produced
The Feminine Mystique (1963), which has been considered as one of the main
influences to prompt the American second feminist wave period. Many key points
from Friedan’s book had charted the young ages women were marrying at, the
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lowering attendance of women in college at the time, and how the only fulfillment a
woman could strive for was to find a husband and birth children. 18
Women were marrying at younger ages, thus eliminating their freedoms to
discover their life purposes and interests. Friedan reported “Then American girls
began getting married in high school. And the women’s magazines, deploring the
unhappy statistics about these young marriages, urged that courses on marriage, and
marriage counselors, be installed in high schools.” 19 While girls have usually married
at young ages over the centuries, such as in the early modern period, the difference
was that girls were existing past the need to marry young as other opportunities
became more available to them. Even when the traditional social standards remained
limited to gender restricting roles for men, women, and other sexual orientations and
identity. Due to pressures of keeping to traditional standards, attendance of women in
college drop due to marriage or family rearing as well. This lack of fulfillment left
many middle-class suburban women lost or restless. Within the context of her
argument, women needed fulfillment outside being a housewife and mother. Results
led to isolated women trapped in their own problems and no way to reach out,
believing that their problems were their own battles. 20
Friedan’s work was a glimpse into the relationship between the suburban
woman and society’s flawed expectations for her. Obstacles, such as personal
struggles with feminine identity, Freudian thought, and the media had all stood
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against the efforts made by those in the feminist movement. Take Freudian thought
for instance, where Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) had made many claims and theories
on femininity that often described women to have “penis envy” or had infantilize the
gender entirely. 21 While Freud’s teachings were influential at the time, it was clear
that many of his claims were oppressive toward women and resulting many to
challenged Freud’s ideologies that had labeled them the weaker sex. Alongside
fighting gender discrimination, minority groups of different races and backgrounds
had to stand up for their own rights and civil liberties. Many of these groups had
succeeded in creating their own movements focused on their own persecutions.
During the second wave period, African American, Native American, Latino
and Asian feminist groups were beginning to branch outside mainstream feminist
groups to raise awareness of other issues because of racial, class, and sexual
discrimination. Becky Thompson’s chronology of the second wave in “Multiracial
Feminism: Recasting the Chronology of Second Wave Feminism” charts the activism
some of these organizations during their fight against the racial oppressions they
faced alongside gender and class persecutions. 22 There was not a complete
segregation between other feminist minority groups and mostly dominantly white
feminist groups, considering that there were Black women participating in the
National Organization for Women (NOW), a famous organization that started back in
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1966.23 The Chicana group Hijas de Cuauhtemoc formed in 1971 and was tied to the
Chicano/a student movement, having launched a Chicana studies journal called
Encuentro Feminil.24 Another example was Asian Sisters, which had focused on drug
abuse for women in Los Angeles. 25 The Native American feminist group, Women of
All Red Nations (WARN) in 1974 had fought against sterilization in public health
hospitals.26 While these are only a sample of the different organizations that had
existed alongside mainstream feminism of the period, their individual efforts were
important for creating awareness for those oppressed by a system set against them in
their circumstances.
With current scholarship taking the intersectional approach devised by thirdwave feminists even further, the concerns for groups not prominently white were
becoming a frequent topic when acts of ignorance came up in discussions.
Intersectional meaning that many matters on discriminations and disadvantages were
acknowledge and addressed. Due to the expansion on women of any race, sexual
orientation, class were facing problems with discrimination, their struggles were also
important to the fight for equality. It was clear with the third-wave that their efforts to
not exclude groups were marginally better, especially with the help of technology and
communication of later years.
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Basics of Third-Wave Feminism
Third-wave feminism was coming to a point that the issues feminists were
fighting against were way more multifaceted than once believed. Both first- and
second-wave feminisms had addressed this but were lacking in awareness of how
deep-rooted racism and class tensions ran within the movement itself. While the first
and second waves’ consciousness-raising efforts had revealed how society was built
against women and actively fought against their civil rights, the third wave
“[e]ngages with a diverse spectrum of issues … making use of the best of second
wave theory and strategy as well as critiques of second wave feminism” while
continuous proving how society was built against them. 27 Advancing technology in
the United States also fueled the political activism of this wave, creating easier
communication channels to discuss topics on gender, race, sexuality, and class
discrimination.
Like every feminist wave so far, the third wave wanted to expand on the
theories, ideas, and concepts brought to attention by the first and second waves. Many
feminists of the third wave believed that the past waves had failed in acknowledging
the experiences of women of color and women of queer communities. The second
wave had improved on the treatment of women of color and lesbians, but gaps
between mainstream feminism and other groups were an issue. The relationship with
technology and mass media had also differentiated this wave from the early first and
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second waves. R. Claire Snyder in What is Third Wave Feminism? A New Directions
Essay had explained this difference:
Third-wavers want their own version of feminism that addresses their
different societal contexts and the particular set of challenges they
face. For example, young women today face a world colonized by the
mass media and information technology, and they see themselves as
more sophisticated and media savvy than feminists from their mother’s
generation.28
The attitudes in this period mirrored the continuous frustration many feminists had
felt in a society that had often neglected them. One example of the third-wave would
be Riot Grrls (c. 1990s) who had used more direct and aggressive approaches when
dealing with the patriarchy. Rosalyn Baxandall and Linda Gordon in “Second wave
Feminism” had described the focus of the Riot Grrls: “They differ in their acute
awareness of racial and sexual difference, in their strongly pro-sexual attitudes, their
comfort with the term girl … and their use of the body as a theater, even a weapon.”29
That was not to say they outright used violence, but it was clear that these women
were fed up with their position in society. Forceful political and intellectual
challenges were also becoming more common and outside academic circles in the
form of magazines or performance art.
Magazines or “zines” were published, in which women could voice their
displeasures of the current treatment women faced constantly by anti-feminist groups
and societal oppressions. This approach made sense due to the media becoming a
major concern for everyone, as mass media was becoming more prevalent in how we
28
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shaped our political and social mindsets, especially since the rise and dominance of
television culture in every American home.
Third-wave magazines, such as Bitch founded in 1996, or bitchmedia.org
being the current online version, had cautioned women to scrutinize every message
that mass media sends out.30 Jennifer L. Pozner in “The ‘Big Lie’: False Feminist
Death Syndrome, Profit, and the Media” claims that whoever controls the media is
able to shape our worldview since the young, old, rich and poor rely on the media to
receive the information they need to function in our society. Mass media is so tied
into American society that it is nearly impossible not to be influenced by it on a daily
basis. Much like how Friedan pointed out how magazines and other media shaped
American society around traditional ideals concerning women, media in the third
wave period had both supported and fought against that model:
Pop culture images help us determine what to wear, whom to date,
whom to vote for, how we see ourselves, and how we relate to racial,
sexual, socioeconomic, and religious “others”.… By determining who
gets to speak and who is excluded from this ongoing conversation, as
well as which issues are discussed and how they are framed, the media
have the power to maintain the status quo or challenge the dominant
order.31
As mass media and technology grew, so did the role it placed with feminism.
Basics of Fourth-Wave Feminism
The advancement of technology had expanded on the activism made by
feminists worldwide. The Internet’s relationship to fourth-wave activism had
30
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developed the unification between women, along with strengthening intersectionality
among feminists. While the second and third wave have included other groups within
the movement, such as involving men or non-binary persons, the fourth wave had
pushed for the inclusion of all those willing to fight for their civil rights. Katie
Blevins examines the fourth wave and the shifting activism due to the use of
technology. Blevins states: “The fourth wave tends to be younger men and women
who are mostly on the Internet wanting to differentiate themselves from previous
generations of feminists. There is a very strong aspect of call-out culture, where if
you see trolling or bullying or harassment happening online, you call it out and
confront it.”32 The use of Twitter, a social media platform that began in 2006, has
demonstrated this behavior. While this call-out culture can lead to miscommunication
and misguided justice, it had been good in addressing a common problem many
women faced: sexual harassment.
The “metoo” movement was able to be given a voice to those who were
victims of sexual abuse and call for justice against their aggressors. Providing a
unification among women who had dealt with sexual harassment, rape, general
discrimination toward their race, sex, sexual orientation, or class, and a multitude of
other issues facing women, the metoo movement was seen as a huge success. The
website Metoomvmt.org states that they want to expand global conversation between
“[y]oung people, queer, trans, and disabled folks, Black women and girls, and all
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communities of color. We want perpetrators to be held accountable and we want
strategies implemented to sustain long term, systemic change.” 33
Basics of Fifth-Wave Feminism
The topic of a possible fifth-feminist wave has been discussed by a few
sources. One such source suggests that both the fourth- and fifth-feminist wave are
happening simultaneously. Eleanor Courtemanche’s blog post, “The Fourth and Fifth
Waves,” explains that the two waves are split by certain characteristics. She states:
“Both of [the fourth- and fifth-wave] are mediated more or less through Internet
communication: the fourth through blogs and chat rooms, and the fifth through social
media.”34 Courtemanche goes on to explain how the fourth wave comprises fan
culture, focusing mainly on women fan culture, in which communities form and
create spaces to openly discuss topics about a particular show, movie, book, comic, or
anything basically. According to Courtemanche, a “more inclusive popular culture
was the goal of the fourth wave; undramatic matters such as abortion access and
getting more women to vote were less compelling.”35 However, I disagree with this
part of her statement.
Being a part of Internet fandom pop culture myself, I understand her position
to a point. Participating in fandoms with likeminded people was a distraction to the
stress of everyday life, at least from my personal viewpoint. However, I frequently
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saw a blurred line between the posts about fandom discussions and how women and
other minority groups were still facing discrimination in everyday life. When her
article touches on the subject of the fifth-wave, she states, “As for the fifth wave, with
its organized political activism, its radical fight against sexual abuse on every level,
and its keen distress at the overwhelming pressure of entrenched misogyny—I feel
that began precisely in August 2014, around the time the internet began to suck.”36
Negative Internet culture, which consisted of call-out culture, crimes of being a Social
Justice Warrior (SJW), and evasion of personal information in the form of doxing was
on the rise.
Social justice warriors are people who strongly promote socially progressive
views and vocally fight against injustice to those viewpoints. Ranging from the
misogynistic views of women to homophobic and racist ideology, SJWs had made a
name among themselves for their efforts. However, groups that opposed them and
their progressive beliefs, had turned their identity into a negative one. One such
insult, for example, was that SJWs concerns were the result of them being soft or
fragile to whatever issues that was being fought over. Adrienne L. Massanari and
Shira Chess in “Attack of the 50-foot Social Justice Warrior: The Discursive
Construction of SJW Memes as the Monstrous Feminine,” explains: “The SJW was
constructed not just as a person concerned with the opics of appropriate identity
politics, but someone whose emotional and psychological fragility required
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trigger/content warnings and safe spaces.”37 Arguments on sexist games, media, and
real world issues were a common occurrence between groups of both sides.
Take for example the presidential campaign of Hillary Rodham Clinton (b.
1947) in 2016. The Internet was alight with both feminist and anti-feminist posts
about the subject. She had won the popular vote but lost the electoral college vote and
ultimately the election to her opponent, Donald Trump (b.1946), a person who built a
campaign on anti-feminist positions, thus sparking even more fueled debates on
issues regarding feminism and a patriarchal system. Perhaps that event did spark the
shift into the fifth-feminist wave, one that was more political and concern with
feminist activism. I firmly believe that that line between fourth- and fifth-wave is too
fine a line to suggest two complete separate waves, something that Courtemanche
even acknowledges. However, I do not fully disagree either. The wave metaphor and
the overall timeline, used to teach and talk about the events of the feminist movement,
can be debated on easily. In the end, the lines between all the feminist waves are
blurred to a certain degree and bleed into each other.
The Feminist Wave Metaphor
The wave metaphor is an organizational tool that has been moderately useful
in recording the history of the feminist movement. When using this metaphor, one’s
understanding of core theories, ideologies, and the activisms that occurred in a certain
period of the movement is simplified to an extent. The one flaw of the metaphor has
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caused the unification of women to falter enough to question the continuous use of
the metaphor all together. This begs the question if the wave metaphor is still an
appropriate tool when discussing the history of the feminist movement.
In “Is It Time to Jump Ship? Historians Rethink the Waves Metaphor,” the
problematic status of the wave metaphor is examined by feminist historians and their
chosen topic regarding race, class, and exclusivity among certain groups of the
movement. Several co-authors offer an introduction to the subject and the core
problems of the wave metaphor. Their breakdown of the feminist waves states that
the first wave focused on civil and political rights for women, with two major events
having occurred, the first women’s rights convention in the United States in 1848 and
the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment to the United States constitution in
1920s, which allowed women to vote.38 The second wave roughly began in middle
1960s, when a call for action against the social roles placed on both women and men
had increased. The third wave was a response to the criticism of the second wave for
its singularity on topics, such as on gender, race, class, and sexual preference. 39 Of
course, these descriptions do not cover the vast majority of the activism that occurred
during each period. In fact, this narrowed view of the feminist movement neglects
much of the figures and minor groups that were participating in their own activism of
the time.
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Women of color, working class women, LGBTQ+ members, women with
disabilities, and older women have struggled in their respective wave period by being
over-shadowed by more vocal groups. In a similar fashion to feminist art history,
many of these groups often exist within their own activism or field and rarely step out
from behind dominant groups. In spite of how third-wave intersectionality had
directed feminist activism to consider race, sexual orientation, and class
discrimination along with the growing knowledge of other issues besides gender
discrimination against women, many groups have faced neglect within the movement.
One such example is the treatment of women of color within the movement.
Within the same article, Premilla Nadasen confronts a few problems between Black
feminism and mainstream feminism. An African American woman will experience
widely different discrimination as opposed to a middle-class white woman or even
other women of color, for instance. The feminist movement allowed for women to
come together to share in their fight against gender discrimination, but that did not
completely diminish any race, sexual, and class tensions among them. Gender,
arguably, has been one of the main causes for feminist activism, but other groups
might have dealt with racism, ableism, or homophobia on top of being a woman.
Nadasen states: “Black feminist scholars collectively rejected the notion of gender as
the sole or primary identity shaping the lives of politics of African American women;
they suggest that the category of women is not homogeneous and that identity is
never one-dimensional.”40
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Nadasen goes on to describe activism that has not been mainly feministoriented but included women as leading role models and leaders regardless. Even
though it would make sense for the wave metaphor to focus mainly on the successful
and louder activity of the feminist movement, by ignoring smaller branches between
movements, the risk of losing valuable insights into women’s stances in society as a
whole is immense. Nadasen presented an argument that the wave metaphor excluded
women and certain groups who did not breakthrough to the public sphere with their
activism. The timeline tends to constantly “obscures some of the local and low-key
organizing in communities” that had occurred on a regular basis. 41 The wave
metaphor helps in describing “big historical shifts,” but those smaller groups are often
lost unless they are specifically studied or mentioned. When a field of history has
such a restricting timeline that is broadly accepted as core canon, smaller groups in
the timeline are often lost or overlooked.
While the article goes further in other topics by other scholars, the point
unifying these scholars’ arguments is that when giving a construct too much
authority, it frames a part of history as concrete. Julie Gallagher, another researcher of
the article, mentions how this creates gatekeepers who often reject certain
documentation or events for they do not fit neatly into the accepted timeline. 42 If not
completely rejecting it, they disregard it as a lesser part of the movement, creating the
issues that Nadasen had labeled in her argument. 43 It is acknowledged that the
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difficultly when writing about the history of the feminist movement without the use
of the wave metaphor, this very study an example of that. Gallagher states: “Many
historians, feminist theorists, and feminist activists have addressed the problem of
omissions in the standard narratives. Through writing and dialogue, we have begun to
understand how the exclusiveness of the construct has diminished our understanding
of women’s realities and underfed the political movement…that is informed by a
reflection on activism.” 44 However, these scholars have advised in not dropping the
metaphor entirely. It allows for one to explore change over time and to understand the
progression of the movement through leading theories and activisms from wave to
wave. The metaphor also simplifies the more complex narratives of the movement
into uncomplicated concepts, especially for younger generations to draw from when
studying the more prominent stories of past feminist activism. 45 All in all, the wave
metaphor is a flawed organizational tool but it does benefit in keeping the complex
history of the feminist movement in an easy-to-teach-and-write format. When
acknowledging the flaws and exploring other methods in writing and teaching the
movement’s history, feminist scholars present a break into that rigid timeline and
cause exploration into any gaps that had formed as a cause of it. Perhaps with the
resurgence of new waves and continued experimentation with more acceptable
organizational tools, a better method might be found.
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Statistics
Now that a broad outline of the feminist waves has been discussed, it is
important to narrow the focus to feminist art historians. As mentioned before, the
study of art was scrutinized for lack of gender equality, but so were the institutions,
museums, galleries, and art markets. When analyzing some statistics of women in artrelated professions, during the 1970s to the current day, it shows that women were
mostly present within art communities but were restricted from higher positions. In
“A 1974 Perspective: Why Women’s Studies in Art and Art History?” by Barbara
Ehrlich White, she covers the statistics of women involved in art institutions,
museums, and other areas of art professions and demonstrates a high percentage of
women in the visual arts during the 1970s.
White states that of all the degrees in Art History, women had earned 77.8%
of those degrees, a statistic founded by the official U.S. Government. 46 Women were
clearly interested in the subject, but where were the women in the university
facilities? White explains that in the 1970s, “women comprise 26% of the nontenured teachers and about 15% of the tenured group. Women held about 14% of the
departmental chairs and about 12% of the full professorships … in most esteemed
Ph.D. granting departments … women are 16% of the faculty, 9% of the full
professors, and occupy 0% of the departmental chairs.” 47 There was a great number
of women acquiring Art History degrees; the problem was that they were hardly able
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to access powerful positions. Reading the work of Betty Friedan (1921-2006) may
explain why this was the case. Friedan discussed in The Feminine Mystique (1963)
how women saw themselves due to the influence of media and education, which
showed that both sources were ultimately oppressing women. The push for women to
seek fulfillment in maintaining the household and marriage as soon as possible, as
well as dedicating their lives to children, were major topics in magazines and other
media. It helped in fueling the gender discrimination against women, marking many
as “selfish” for abandoning their roles as wives and mothers. Thus, this had led to a
negative attitude toward women who wanted to achieve higher positions in fields of
art. Overall, women were not easily accepted in higher positions compared to their
male colleagues.
Despite the many problems over the years, the gap between women and men
in the field of Art has lessened visibly. While there is still a constant struggle for
women to breakthrough in this field of work, there have been major improvements.
Datausa.io, a site to view US Government data, records that in 2016, 85.1% of the
most common gender with a degree in Art History were women. 48 When based on
race and ethnicity by gender, white women and Latina women still dominate over
white males when earning a Bachelor’s degree in Art History. Diversity in the field
allows for further discussions on the racial neglect and how to improve from such
issues.
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Regarding higher degrees, white women, non-resident women, and
undocumented women are listed as most common when earning a master’s degree in
Art History. 49 This continuation of women being the main degree holders of Art
History remains and even having increased in number, but what of the positions of
museums and galleries? From the website, National Museum of Women in the Arts,
or nmwa.org, a positive statistic on leadership shows that back in 2005, women ran
32% of the museums in the United States, but now run 47.6%.50 Positive statistics
validate the efforts made by groups who wanted more diversity in the field, but not all
problems were solved. A survey made on the permanent collections of 18 art
museums in the United States found that over 10,000 artists in the collections were
87% male and 85% white.51
It is extremely important to celebrate the advancements of women within art
professions, but it would seem that there is a reoccurring pattern for the advancement
of women. Women would succeed in a portion of their area of study, while the rest of
the art world remains largely androcentric. Another statistic, one that focuses on the
art market, shows that there are no women in the top 3% of the auction market and
that 96% of artworks sold at auctions are by male artists. 52
In other updated statistics, the inequality issue continues in museums, media,
and the art market. Maura Reilly in “Taking the Measure of Sexism: Facts, Figures,
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and Fixes” discusses the improvements and regression of women in art relate fields.
In the case of museums, Reilly accounts that women ran 32 percent of the museums
in the United States, but in 2015, that percentage had increased to 42.6 percent. 53 The
Guggenheim in New York showcased zero solo art shows by women but in 2014, the
percentage of solo exhibitions by women increased by 14 percent.54 While these
records show a positive shift in the involvement of women in museums, there are
examples of lesser improvements by other major museums. Reilly reports that the
Museum of Modern Art in New York displayed 16 pieces made by women out of 410
works between the years of 1880 to 1970, marking only four percent. As of April
2015, the number had increased by seven percent, which is not much improvement
despite the introductions of programs, such as MoMA Women’s Project (MWP) in
2005.55
Another report, one originally made up in 1986 by the feminist art activists
named the Guerrilla Girls and the 2015 update by Pussy Galore, an international
collective of artists, curators, critics, collectors, educators, and writers, shows the gap
of women in museums in comparison of men. 56 Reilly had also commented on these
reports, stating: “The WORST grades go to Marlborough (7%), Tony Shafrazi (5%)
and Sperone Westwater (9%) who all have LESS THAN 10% women in their gallery
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rosters. The BEST grades go to Galerie Lelong (64%), Tracey Williams (59%), Zach
Feuer (59%), Salon 94 (52%) and Sikkema Jenkins (52%). Right on!!!!” 57
In the matters of the media, women had received even less coverage in
comparison to male artists. Reilly states: “In 2014, Artforum featured a female artist
only once on its front cover. Considering the September 2014 issue of Artforum,
which featured Jeff Koons (b.1955) on the cover: of the 72 advertisements associated
with galleries in New York, only 11 promoted solo exhibitions by women-that’s 15
percent.”58 However, one issue, Artforum’s “Best of 2014,” had featured 36 women
artists out of 95 solo shows, a 34.2 percent comparison to Artforum’s “Best of 2005,”
which only had 11 out of 69 solo exhibitions for women. 59 Media coverage is shown
to be a mix for women artists, but it was the art market that women tend to suffer the
most. For example, Reilly states: “At auction, the highest price paid to date for a work
by a living woman artist is $7.1 million, for a Yayoi Kusama (b.1929) painting; the
highest result for a living man was an editioned sculpture by Jeff Koons, which sold
for $58.4 million.”60 All these reports mirror the problems with the inclusion of
women in the art world. While there have been advances for women, there is still this
gap. Acknowledging the improvements is fair, but to call these examples complete
successes for women artists would be unfair.
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Art History Feminist Academics
Arguments for the methodologies used to research women in the arts have
caused some debate on how to approach the two separate timelines. Modern discourse
being applied to older concepts, such as early modern women, has been argued as
taking a step into a direction that dismisses the core subject material. For example,
Nanette Salomon in “The Art Historical Canon: Sins of Omission” had express her
concerns on how, in an effort to include women in the canonical art history timelines,
women also exclude themselves simultaneously. The methods used to study art
history have been design against women from the start, thus making the methods and
tools used not fit to study the female side of art history. But by pairing up art history
methods with feminist theories, I had found that it actually helps with the foundation
of using feminist interpretation on art historical topics. Feminist interpretation of
artwork can amplify the symbolic meaning behind that art piece. By applying
feminist theory, especially to artwork by women artists, can help explore the possible
intentions of the artist and offer a different viewpoint to the subject.
Feminist academic scholarship is not always easily accepted despite its
institutionalization at the university level as a legitimate form of inquiry. During the
early stages of the movement, any field, including feminist theory, was criticized for
placing too much focus on feminist discourses. Many methods used by these early
feminist art historians were to interpret the artwork of women artists or the power
dynamic of women involved in patronage during a period when women had very little
authority. After much researching and questioning, a list was formed of women artists
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who proved that there were successful, or at the very least close to successful, women
artists throughout history. Artist Judy Chicago (b.1939) has stated: “[T]here was art
history and then ‘women in art,’ which by its very nature trivialized women’s art
because it emphasized the idea that there is important art history, and then, as a
sideshow to the main attraction, women’s art.”61 Women artists had received attention
for their work and talents here and there but have always existed in the shadow of
more famous male artists. Nevertheless, while this tactic to include women artists and
patrons in canonized art history was extremely useful, according to Nanette Salomon,
“The simple corrective gesture of introducing women into the canon to create a more
accurate picture was what really happened … does not really rectify the situation.”62
This argument is not new, since many other historians have mentioned this, including
Linda Nochlin, but many of Salomon’s points mirror much of the concerns with
feminist art history. 63 Her argument is that the influences of Giorgio Vasari’s Le Vite
(1550) and H.W. Janson’s The History of Art (1962) had created an art history canon
that cannot accept change away from traditional views.
Due to the structure of the field, the questions that feminists ask remain
unanswered, “[because] feminist art historians are wrought with essentially the same
methodological tools that so restrictively govern the traditional art historical
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enterprise.”64 Salomon’s critique of the American feminist art historian Mary Garrard
and her work on Artemisia Gentileschi is an example of this, considering that Garrard
is a major figure in feminist art history. Salomon finds fault with Garrard’s desire to
“enroll” Gentileschi into the canon by using the very methods that have excluded
women artists in the first place.
A similar argument was made in “Feminist Art History and De Facto
Significance” (1995) by Susan Feagin. Feagin approaches this same problem of
whether feminist art history should join the canon of art history due to the deeplyrooted androcentric structure the field carries. Despite her reservations on including
women in the canon, she does state that an “important kind of understanding of
artworks” would be missed if one chose a side exclusively. 65 With the later increase
of feminist art history and critical scholarship, in addition to the advancement of
technology, it would be nearly impossible to ignore both types of art history. In
regard to Salomon there is no side since both groups are using androcentric models,
which I agree. However, this circles back to Friedan’s passage on how early feminists
had only one model at the time, which was manmade. American society was based on
beliefs that limited the freedoms of women politically, socially, and economically.
Considering the media in the forms of magazines, television, and popular culture, it
was no surprise that a large part of American society was resistant to challenging
what was believed to be traditional for the average woman. Despite that, the second64
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wave movement had succeeded in drawing attention to the discrimination that women
faced on a daily basis. Similarly, feminist art historians of the second wave had only
one model--canonized art history--yet they had strived to discover the history of
women in the field. Because of their efforts, there is now a concrete list of successful
women involved in the history of art.
Second-Wave Feminist Art History
Frustrations of constant ostracizing from traditional art history had many
feminist academics doubting their success. In “The Changing Face of Feminism:
Dilemmas of the Feminist Academic” (2000), Sherry Sabbarwal covers these
frustrations broadly. While the first wave of feminism had a focus on equal rights for
women in many aspects, such as political, economic, and social, it was the second
wave that feminist academics truly saw some success. 66 Women’s Studies was
developed, and a space for women academics was finally recognized as its own field.
Sabbarwal explains as followed: “In terms of activity, this period was marked by a
widespread growth in educational opportunities for women along with their entry into
various previously all-male profession…. [A]ll this paved the way for feminist
activism.”67 A shift into the third wave of feminism offered a more in-depth analysis
of the topics raised during the second wave. There was an unrest in the rest of the
feminist movement between second and third waves due to these frustrations. It
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would seem frustrations existed in every aspect of feminist research. For this to
persist is revealing in the treatment of feminist academic work.
Third-Wave Feminist Art History
A collaboration between Norma Broude and Mary D. Garrard discusses the
status of art historical feminist scholarship in “Feminist Art History and the
Academy: Where Are We Now?” (1997). They acknowledge the small successes that
have been made by art historians since the 1970s, such as Nochlin’s written work, or
the number of women artists rediscovered. However, due to how large the issue of
neglect was for this subject, less attention had continued for the development of
feminist art history. 68 That is not to say that it is being ignored completely. In their
argument, art history is a very visual type of history, and it has been viewed under a
male lens for so long. A debate on whether feminist scholars should stay in their own
specialized field rather than try to alter the main discipline had surfaced during this
time as a result. However, Broude and Garrard warn against favoring one lens over
the other. They state: “For if as feminists we dismiss the entire legacy of the
patriarchy as tainted, we dismiss a significant portion of our own history as well,
because we ignore not only the contributions of women have made to culture, but also
the reflection of those specifically female elements within male culture.”69 It is
interesting to read this article and think to the activism of the Guerrilla Girls, for
instance.
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The Guerrilla Girls, who often publicize their frustrations with the sexism of
the art world for all to see, demonstrate their annoyances through public listings,
posters, and even on billboards. Some of the first Guerrilla Girls posters, calling out
the lack of women artists in museums, listing a chronology of their activism, starting
in 1985 to the present day.70 Roughly their goals are to draw attention to the
androcentric tendencies of the art world. The members wear gorilla masks in public
and use facts, humor, and outrageous visuals to expose gender and ethnic biases. 71
When reflecting on the warnings of not leaning too far on one side of a debate, I
argue that both viewpoints were necessary during this time. Early feminist art history
scholarship had answered why women were neglected in canonized art history and
why that neglect continues. The question is, however, if women should be integrated
into canonized art history or exist on their own timelines? The research and public
activism focused on women in art history have brought women artists back from total
obscurity. As the feminist movement in the United States and the fight for equality
for women remain, a question such like this may only stall newer generations.
Fourth-Wave Feminist Art History
With the help of social media, feminist art history continues to grow more
accessible to a wider audience. Twitter, for example, has multiple accounts dedicated
to spreading knowledge of women in art history. While many of these blogs have
their own websites, to branch out onto social media to target a younger demographic
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outside academia is a positive sign. For example, a twitter account called Art
Herstory delivers posts focusing on women artists from many different backgrounds
and art styles. The website www.artherstory.net addresses the issue of women artists
falling into obscurity due to the inequality of the field. 72 Another outlet for art history
can be found in podcasts and episodic audio shows that can range from educational to
humorous. Art History for All has made an effort as a podcast series to teach the
relevance of art history in today’s society. Their mission is to “look beyond the
traditional art historical canon and consider a global history of art and material culture
in a casual, conversational way.”73
With the possibility of a fifth wave in the feminist movement growing, the
subject of feminist art history will continue to be discussed by those interested in art.
As seen on social media platforms, gathering information is even more accessible
than in the 1970s. Art history is still very much androcentric in terms of traditional
academic settings, but there is hope that more alternative ways will reach future
generations who question the roles of women in art history.
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CHAPTER III
EARLY MODERN PERIOD ITALIAN FEMALE PATRONAGE
While the discipline of Art History can focus mainly on artists, there is just as
much as an importance of the study of patrons who commission artwork. Most
famous artists and their memorable artwork would not have been created without the
patrons who paid for the work. Most famous artwork often demonstrated the political,
religious, and personal status of the patron, not the artist. Sheryl E. Reiss makes this
point in “A Taxonomy of Art Patronage in Renaissance Italy,” stating: “[P]atrons in
Renaissance Italy promoted personal, familial, and group renown by requesting works
from – and fostering the careers of – famous or promising artists.”74 Studies of the
patrons behind the artwork is not new, yet the study of women patrons is in need of
more exploration. Reiss states that historian Dale Kent proposed, “[P]atrons, like
artists, can and should be studied in terms of a complete body of work, and oeuvre,
for which the patron can be seen, at least in part, as actor or author.”75 On the subject
of female patronage or matronage, this has also gained some recognition in the study.
Reiss remarks, “In the past twenty years, the patronage activities of women have
become increasingly better known. Noteworthy women patrons, including the
aristocratic women such as Isabella d’Este in Mantua or Eleonora di Toledo in
Florence, who have employed Andrea Mantegna and Agnolo Bronzino, have been
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researched on.”76 Women on the record have had a harder time being recognized as
patrons of works for a number of reasons: lack or missing documents, lack of
individual funds, and being a woman during a time when it was harder to get
recognition in general.
Leading families often took power of the Italian city-states within each region.
This brings the act of patronage into play as a way to display power and status of citystates. Commissioning a piece of artwork, especially from an artist of high status, was
a popular way to express oneself and/or one’s family status. Women of this period are
documented as rarely having the opportunity to engage in the activities of the period,
and when they did, it was usually to show their piety or devotion to their family,
under the expectations of women of that particular Italian city-state or within society
terms. When women did participate in activities, such as patronage, their acts were
separated from men’s acts of patronage by being thought of as abnormal in
comparison of the “proper” Italian woman. Moreover, there was a clear pattern of
women patronage revolving around building up the family status or pious acts of
themselves, whether women were acknowledged for it. However, while satisfying
this expectation, by manipulating certain meaning of artwork, women had maintained
a level of power within their circles.
Catherine King in Renaissance Women Patrons goes into detail about the
wives and widows of the Renaissance who commissioned artwork in correlation with
their husbands, for their husbands who might have been exiled or died, and rarely for
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themselves as individuals. An example of this is the commission by Maddalena dei
Teruncelli (1440-1443) and her life-size statue of Virgin and Child.77 A record of her
involvement states: “She had had made and fabricated from her own personal goods,
in the said church of Santa Maria dei Servi, a chapel with columns, canopy and altar
which was dedicated to the honour of the glorious Virgin Mary, mother of God, with
a stone image of the Virgin with her son blessing in her arms, and this chapel is
placed in the middle of the body of the church of Santa Maria dei Servi for the
salvation of the souls of the said Donna Maddalena and of the said Don Galvano there
present, agreeing and consenting.” 78 In the record, her husband is noted as consenting
or allowing for the work of art to be made by his wife, even though she was the one
paying for it out of her personal funds. Like that of a matron, the wife fell into that
pattern of building the family or husband’s status.
Widows had also held a large amount of power in patronage, for some of the
same goals as the matrons and wives did. However, their goals were altered due to the
circumstances of the deceased or absent husbands. Widows were more able to
participate in patronage due to having the independence of being without a husband:
“The widow had more chance than a married woman to commission art and
architecture, but in many cities she still did not have the same autonomy as a man,
because she was required to have a legal guardian or mundualdo to validate her legal
activities.”79 No matter the status of a woman during most Italian city-states of the
77
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Renaissance, a man’s permission or validation had to be sought. Despite this, widows
found ways to commission around these rules. King mentions that widows could
contract commissioning and write a will to make sure funds would go to that
commission, while also leaving sums in their wills for relatives to spend. 80 Widows
would commission works of art on behalf of their dead husbands, which were more
frequent: “This sort of patronage could be prestigious for the widow in terms of her
handling matters of business and artistic discrimination on her own, and in acquitting
herself well in having her male relative properly honoured.”81 This ranged from
funerary altarpieces to elaborately-sculpted tombs in the selected church of the
couple. While these goals of the widow were a little different than that of the matron
and wife, the tradition of building up family status or their own religious status still
remained top priority. This type of patronage allowed for more relaxed legal rights
given to the widow, yet the expectation from women was still present.
Matronage or Patronage?
Interest in female patronage or matronage was strong, according to Sheryl
Reiss. There were scholars who had shown interest in the subject of female patronage
in the form of conferences:
In April of 1990 a one-day symposium organized by Cynthia Lawrence
entitled ‘Matronage: Women as Patrons and Collectors of Art, 1300–1800’
was held at Temple University in Philadelphia and in March of 1993 the
National Museum of Women in the Arts in Washington, DC sponsored a twoday symposium on the topic of ‘Women, Power and Art’. Two months later,
Wilkins and I chaired a session entitled ‘Beyond Isabella: Secular Women
Patrons in Italy 400–1600’ that we had jointly organized for the Italian Art
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Society at the 28th International Congress on Medieval Studies in Kalamazoo,
Michigan. All the proposals we received were on topics ranging from the
fourteenth through sixteenth centuries; as a result, our session was devoted to
the later Middle Ages and the Renaissance era. 82
A conference on women artists of the early modern period was one thing, but also on
female patronage showed to many that these topics were not isolated to a few
scholars. Tracy Cooper, during a talk on the subject, suggested a new field of study,
called “matronage,” which focused on women of the ruling elite but remained
secondary in importance due to the patriarchal gender system of Renaissance Italy. 83
Tracy Cooper states “My last example purports to be a wholly new field of study,
‘matronage’…. These women were, for the most part, members of the ruling elite, yet
subordinate in a patriarchal gender system such as that of Renaissance Italy. In fact,
the very conceit ‘matronage’ focuses on awareness on this paradox, playing as it does
on the inescapable patrilineal basis for the system of patronage.”84
According to Felicity Graham in “Art, Gender, and the Renaissance: Where
My Matrons At? – Part 2: Take Me To Church,” words, such as “patron” and
“matron” are powerful in language. Graham states: “Patron itself is derived from
pater (father) in Latin, [and] took on a whole host of symbolic meanings. The many
traits associated with a patron is long: protector, father, defender, a lord or master or
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leader and ‘one who advances a cause.”’85 The term “matronage” is not typically used
in the context of art, but it is not incorrect to use it in such ways. Graham explains
that the word matronage in context with art history is still awkward. The act of
patronage has always dominated the idea of art commissions. However, female
patrons acted within the limitations of their powers, which differed from the powers
male patrons had. One example of matronage would be female leaders
commissioning art of female saints to link themselves with thoughts of chastity and
purity, in an effort to build up their own reputation or family. 86 Sheila ffolliott in
“European Women Patrons of Art and Architecture, c. 1500-1650: Some Patterns”
explains: “Patronage models for women emerging from such sources include the
sometimes overlapping categories: pious wife and widow, guardian, court lady, nun,
and ruler.”87 Furthermore, Reiss concludes her chapter by stating that she hopes there
will be more work done on non-elite women as patronage, which, from the few
mentions early in my study, there had been a decent flow of research of female
patronage on middle-class nobility and widows. She calls for attention away from
Isabella, because a considerable amount of information on higher nobility patronage
exists already, but Isabella still holds as the most solid example of female patronage.
It further proved this interdisciplinary or collaboration approach, along with a tool as
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useful as the Internet, which demands more writings on female patronage beyond
Isabella.
In “Matrons as Patrons: Power and Influence in the Courts of Northern Italy in
the Renaissance,” Katherine McIver offers a helpful example of this display of power
from court women with artwork. The example McIver uses is a ceiling octagon art
piece, placed in Giulio Boiardo’s Camerino. The artwork shows an image of Giulio
Boiardo (d. 1553), the wife Silvia Sanvitale (c. 1512-1584), the mother Laura
Pallavicina (c. 1497-1575), their three daughters, and the poet Virgil, all painted by
Nicolo dell’Abate (1509 or 1512-1571).88 Through the analyzing of the works, a
bilinear model is suggested that supports what the wife and her family contributed to
the marriage and passed onto their children rather than focusing on the father’s
contribution. 89 McIver goes on to place Laura Pallavicina as the matron of the family
and the power represented, not only in the artwork but also through the evidence of
letters with Pope Paul III Farnese (1468-1549) and daughter Silvia Sanvitale:
A room, presumably, for and about Giulio Boiardo, the overall
imagery of the Camerino goes beyond a simple reading of the
frescoes as reflecting Boiardo's lineage and the justification of
his right to rule Scandiano as I have discussed elsewhere.
Rather, Sanvitale's dominance in the octagon, along with her
mother, is evidence of a bilinear family structure. Indeed, the
octagon, the Dido fresco in the Aeneid cycle on the wall below,
and other documentary evidence suggests that Sanvitale was
the power behind the man in much the same way that her
mother, Laura Pallavicina, positioned close behind her
daughter, was the motivating force behind Sanvitale, both
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literally and figuratively. The octagon becomes, then, a
personal statement about family, power and social position. 90
As McIver continues with the Pallavicina’s family lineage and further analyzes the
artwork to support Pallavicina, with her looking over Sanvitale’s shoulder, she is
portrayed as a powerful figure in her own right, and her aim to create a royal
appearance for her family is clear. Mothers and mothers-in-law had been seen as
sustaining a personal level of political power, and this seems to be the case here. It
stands as a decent example of a matron proving her place in the family dynamic and
strengthening her family’s status especially that of Sanvitale with her image of
knowledge in regard to the book in her hand, and Virgil positioned to the left of
Pallavicina. Yet as the quotation stated above, it was originally thought as praise for
Giulio Boiardo. Architecture is another way for women to place their family or their
religious status in the public sphere, thus allowing for more evidence of their presence
during the Renaissance.
Isabella d’Este and Her Mother Eleonora d’Aragona
Women, such as Eleonora d’Aragona (1450-1493) and her daughter, Isabella
d’Este (1474-1539), were unique when compared to fellow women of the
Renaissance, because of the amount of documentation found on them and their acts of
patronage. This goes back to Joan Kelly’s essay, “Did Women Have a Renaissance?”
which examines the change in societal rules to how Renaissance ladies were expected
to act and their overall position of power within their courts. While not completely
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stripped of power, their access was meant to be “indirect and provisional.” 91
Baldassare Castiglione (1478-1529) in his book, The Book of the Courtier (1528), had
distinguished the difference in the sex roles of this period. Culture, for instance, was
similar between noble women and men, but charm was especially important for
women to achieve. Activities such as riding and hunting were not acceptable for
them.92 That did not mean that noble women were barred completely, one example
would be the act of patronage. Kelly explained that because of this new culture
values, patronage of the families, such as Este, would extend further than the
activities that their Feudal counterparts had engaged in. 93 However, some acts of
patronage by these women had ties to them as women, unlike the poems and love
songs that Medieval noble women had performed. So, when examples of female
patronage that does focus on the noble lady are available, it is valuable to study.
Eleonora d’Aragona was born into wealth and married the Ferrarese ruler,
Duke Ercole I d’Este (c. 1431-1505) in Naples in 1473. Joseph Manca states: “Most
other wives of courtly rulers in the fifteenth century were less active in their art
patronage. Eleonora was notable for the scale and diversity of the artworks produced
specifically for her during her reign, works that included significant building projects
in the city of Ferrara, fine illuminated manuscripts, mural paintings, and pictures on
panel.”94 Three works of art—a frontispiece to Antonio Cornazzano’s Del modo
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diregere e di regnare (1478), a portrait of the duchess by the court painter Cosme
Tura (1430-1495), and mural pictures and pictures of famous women--stand out. All
these works were made for Eleonora rather than for her husband, an act which was
still unusual for a noble woman to do for the time.
The Del modo diregere e di regnare was a book that discussed how to rule as
a woman. Jessica O’Leary in “Politics, Pedagogy,
and Praise: Three Literary Texts Dedicated to
Eleonora d’Aragona, Duchess of Ferrara”
describes “The text itself is specifically tailored
for the duchess in the wake of her first regency. It
is laden with references to her Aragonese heritage
and thematic passages addressing fundamental
leadership traits through the prism of past and
present female actors.”95 The frontispiece bares a
likeness to Eleonora and supports her role as a
Figure 1: Tura, Cosme (1430-1495).
Eleonora of Argon (1478-79). New
York: The Morgan Library and
Museum.

ruler. The portrait of her by Cosme Tura depicts
her as “pensive rather than represented in the

usual more blank expression typical for so many Quattrocento portraits,” which also
supports her role as Duchess. 96 Finally, another painting for the duchess was not
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commissioned by her but to honor her, possible from Ercole I d’Este, depicting
Eleonora’s entry into Ferrara at the time of her marriage.
All these examples push her status as a noble woman and her interest in
patronage or matronage that demonstrated that status. She was able to control her own
commissions and to express her right as part of the ruling class in her city. It seemed
that these works were solely focused on Eleonora primarily than having her worth
hidden behind the importance of her family, husband or religious views. Her
contributions would mark her on same level as most noble men who were
participating in the same methods to boost their status. However, this would have
probably been due to her positive reception in the city of Ferrara, thus signaling her
out as a rare case among other noble women. Despite this, she inspired in her
daughter Isabella d’Este to follow in her footsteps regarding art patronage.
Catherine King continues her focus on female patronage by asking questions,
such as: “What sort of women were capable of commissioning art and architecture in
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in Italy?” or “What kinds of images and
buildings were women confined to having made and how did this contrast with male
images and buildings?”97 When narrowing down King’s examples, Isabella d’Este
turns out as the most important of the fifteenth century. King states: “Like other noble
women, Isabella spent on devout commissions such as the tomb of Beata Osanna
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Andreasi, a Dominican Teritary between 1505 and 1508,” showing that Isabella was
no different but still stood out among her peers in her patronage acts.98
King was not the only one asking these questions. Sheryl E. Reiss had also asked
similar questions. Questions, such as “What were their relationships with other
women and with men, including their kinsmen and the artists and architects whose
works they commissioned? To what social classes did these women belong and how
were they able to finance the undertakings they sponsored? What types of works did
they request? What were the personal, familial, and societal motivations for their
patronage? What were the social, political, and religious groups and networks to
which these patrons belonged?” 99 When it came to Isabella de’Este, who stood out as
the most aggressive in her patronage of art and was recorded extremely well in letters
and account books, her patronage acts can answer these questions.
In Andrew Martindale’s “The Patronage of Isabella d’Este at Mantua” (1964),
in which a transcription of Isabella’s collection from her private apartments published
by Alessandro Luzio allows for a detailed look at some of Isabella’s payment history
and how she might have received selected parts of her collection. 100 Martindale states:
“Isabella herself was a determined collector and, in a typically feminine way, her
enthusiasm was especially aroused by objets d’art.”101 Much of her collection
included works from the most famous artists of the time, including Leonardo da Vinci
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(1452-1519), Andrea Mantegna (1431-1506), Pietro Perugino (1446-1523), and
Raphael (1483-1520); in sculpture and medals she called on Michelangelo (14751564) and Pier Jacopo Alari Bonacolsi (1460-1528), to name a few. However, as
visually impressive her collection was, the knowledge of how much she would pay
for some works of art was interesting. For example, a painting by Perugino, The
Battle Between Love and Chastity (1503), was bought for 100 ducats. The same price
was intended for a painting by Giovanni Bellini (1430-1516), but that commission did
not happen in the end. 102 What is worth noting is that Isabella paid the same amount
for a portrait painting
by Francesco Francia
(1447-1517), which
Martindale states that
the usual price was
about 30 ducats.103
The same amount of
100 ducats was given
Figure 2: Perugino, Pietro (1450-1523). Combat of Love and
Chastity (1505). Paris: Musée du Louvre.

for some statues,
such as the stone bust

of Faustina bought from Mantegna for instance. Her pattern of payment shows her
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desire for certain works of art, even if these examples are only a small selection of her
collections.
When it came to how she obtained many of her items for her collection, while
it does not state if this was a usual practice among collectors, it does paint Isabella as
a determined individual when buying her antiques. Many of her agents, under her
command, kept an eye on collections that she was interested in. When the collector
had died, Martindale states: “[S]he frequently wrote to her agents asking them to
investigate the estate or even to buy specific objects.”104 Martindale provides an
example when the Venetian jeweler Domenico di Piero died, Isabella instructed her
agents to buy his most precious antiques. 105 In Beyond Isabella: Secular Women
Patrons of Art in Renaissance Italy, Sheryl E. Reiss and David G. Wilkins states:
“Not only has she been exalted as a female patron, she has also been singled out as
the great exception, a nearly unique example of women as artistic patron.” 106 Both
sources remark how unusual Isabella’s collecting habits were outside the normal
habits of a noble Renaissance woman but there are also arguments against those
claims.
In “The Court Lady’s Dilemma: Isabella d’Este and Art Collecting in the
Renaissance (1991),” Rose Marie San Juan argues that due to the treatment by art
historians, Isabella is seen as such an oddity when she was not. She states: “During
the Renaissance, the practices of collecting art and the attitudes that gave such
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practices social significance evolved in relations to an emergent courtly social
structure. As with other court collectors, Isabella’s activities register more than the
unconstrained actions of an erratic individual, and must be considered in relation to
the particular social constraints and expectations which this context imposed on
someone of her rank and gender.”107 Due to the restrictions of behavior expected from
women, especially noble women, women had to find certain ways to express
themselves artistically and socially, which is where patronage comes in. Isabella was
much more aggressive with her commissioning than her mother and welldocumented. Despite being seen as an oddity, she had managed to make a legacy for
herself through her art collecting. Going back to Martindale’s examples in his article,
he focuses on an occurrence between Isabella and another collector. A “Jan of
Bruges” painting was brought by a Venetian collector called Andrea Loredano.
Martindale describes that:
Isabella then informed him that she was anxious to acquire this work
and offered to buy it from him for more than the purchase price.
Loredano, being both gentleman and businessman, said that he would
be pleased to let her have it simply at cost price but out be grateful if
the transaction might be kept secret, suggesting that it could be
publicly announced that the picture had been sent to her as a gift.108
Sending the price of 100 ducats and another 25 ducats, the work of art became a part
of Isabella’s collection. This piece of evidence was highly important to understanding
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how a transaction between collectors went, especially when studying a noble female
patron.
Isabella d’Este and the Language of Portraits
Sally Hickson’s "'To See Ourselves as Others See Us': Giovanni Francesco
Zaninello of Ferrara and the Portrait of Isabella D'Este by Francesco Francia” is an
interesting case of research. The first portrait of Isabella by Francesco Francia was to
be similar to another portrait by Lorenzo Costa, The Young Woman with a Lapdog
(1507).109 However, Francia’s copy was not a perfect version of Isabella. Isabella’s
half-sister, Lucrezia d’Este Bentivoglio (1467-1540), thought that Francia made
Isabella look too thin. 110 After having corrections done to the portrait, it was given to
Gian Francesco Zaninello of Ferrara (d.1518), a poet. Soon after, the portrait was
passed around until it was given to Titian (1488/90-1576) to use for a portrait he was
making for Isabella, Isabella in Black (1536).111
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Figure 3: Lorenzo Costa (1460-1535).
Portrait of a Lady with a Lapdog (1500).
Windsor: Royal Collection.

Figure 4: Titian (1490-1576).
Portrait of Isabella d’Este
(Isabella in Black) (1536). Vienna:
Kunsthistorisches Museum.

The interesting part is that Isabella was 60 years old at this time, so the Titian
piece was not really a portrait. Hickson explains, “Portraits were used to create and
reinforce social identity and clients were willing to sacrifice absolute likeness and
faithful physical verisimilitude in the interest of having an artist capture their
individual essence, to represent qualities of mind, behavior, thought and speech that
cannot be painted but must be implied and successfully read by an audience of
viewers.”112 The Francia copy had traveled between many hands and generated an
visual identity of Isabella that she wanted to portray. When it was reinterpreted by
Titian, it was more of her inner qualities and traits than to show her natural likeness,
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which was now older. The method that Hickson used in this article was rich in detail
and heavy with primary sources. Hickson was able to explain why Isabella acted with
her commissioned works that showed her likeness in a very direct manner. Hickson
states: “It is important to understand the ludic agency that portraits possessed in a
culture in which much social interaction was an orchestration of highly codified
behavior.”113 This article had little to do with feminist theory, but it does highlight a
unique pattern of female patronage and the coded language surrounding court life.
Early Modern Female Patronage and Technology Advancement in the FourthWave
As addressed in the literature review on fourth-wave feminism, technology
has offered numerous ways to communicate with others and to share with others a
multitude of experienced as women. The same could be said with feminist art history
and the spread of research and knowledge of women in art history. The use of the
Internet as a tool to spread research about early modern period women artists and
patronage has proven to be extremely freeing for the discipline. Christine Contrada in
“Early Modern Women Artists Take Center Stage: Matronage, not patronage”
discusses on such example of branching outside the restrictive academic barrier. The
2017 Jane Fortune Conference “A Legacy of Ladies: Women Artists and Patrons at
the Late Medici Court” offered a reappearance of the subject and an organization that
strives to push the subject even further into the public. Contrada states: “[T]he Medici
Archive Project is to be commended for organizing a conference that offered nuanced
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perspectives of the many complexities associated with reconstructing a historical
narrative. Essentially, the fire of curiosity has been lit because the MAP was not
afraid to leave attendees with more questions than answers.” 114 Organizations and
conferences, such as these that reach across the Internet, will help continue the push
against the institutional disregard to subjects such as women artists and patronage.
Now, instead of focusing on individual questions and problems, groups of women
scholars are reaching out into other circles in hopes to combat further neglect on
subjects, such as women in art history.
To broaden the Internet as a tool for the Art History field, another resource
would be the Art History Teaching Resources (AHTR) website. It is a peer-populated
platform for art history teachers where lesson plans, videos to museums, book
reviews, and classroom and museum activities circulate among the site. 115 The
important part of the goal for this website is the “collaborative virtual community for
art history instructors at all career stages,” which supports this new collaborative shift
in the discipline with the help of technology. Not only is the use of resources, such as
lesson plans for art history teacher helpful, there are other breakdowns of different
media platforms, such as podcasts and producing an electronic journal. I point this out
to show that not only are feminist art historians looking into other platforms to draw
more attention to their research focused on women in art, but we see a shift in how art
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history is taught as well. Yet, research revolving around women artists and women
involved with art patronage is fueled by the continuous neglect in canonical art
history. There is still a gap large enough between art history and feminist art history
to create incessant frustrations.
Overall, women during the Renaissance were bound by certain social and
cultural restrictions regarding behavior. They could not participate in the Renaissance
with the same public freedoms as men. When women patrons did publicly participate
in ordering artwork or architecture, it was to support their family status within the
courts. Or if matrons wanted to establish their son’s or daughter’s family place as a
noble family of Florence or Rome, they ordered artwork depicting signs to support
the family’s status as noble. The tradition of women patrons continued with the wives
and widows of respectable men as well. Wives were seen as partners to their
husband’s or male relative’s commissions, even if she herself paid for the
commission with personal money. Not only that, but most patronage made by them
reflected the husband or his status first rather than focusing on the wife herself.
Widows had some restrictions lifted to become patrons, yet it was still expected of
them to obtain the approval of a male to consent to the artwork being commissioned.
This pattern was the most common and resulted in many misunderstandings of
who was the main patron of work. They were a part of their own portion of the
Renaissance, building themselves up only second to the family or husband. Women
did have a Renaissance, but it was limited to the social standards regarding the proper
woman of the Italian city-states. Two famous women patrons, Eleonora d’Aragona
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and her daughter, Isabella d’Este, were acknowledged for their involvement in art
patronage due to the atypical nature of their activities and the well-preserved
documentation of those activities. Despite their own successes as patrons of the arts,
women in general were still very far from receiving the full experience of the
changing times in any Italian city-state. Yet, the contributions of matrons, the wives
and widows of noble families, and Eleonora and Isabella did help in their examples of
female patronage of the time. The topic of women patronage is being researched
more, which opens up discussions on women rights and limitations in regard to the
inequalities of their gender and struggles of the past, current time period, and the
future.

CHAPTER IV
ARTEMISIA GENTILESCHI
When discussing the topic of early modern women artists, Artemisia
Gentileschi (1593-1656) is just one example that caught a lot of attention surrounding
her life and career. Susanna Scarparo explains why Artemisia might have stood out as
a model that embodies the hardships for women of the time, especially for one
pursuing a career in a male-dominated field, such as art. She states “[F]or feminist
scholars, Artemisia has become an icon on account of having experienced the
violence of patriarchal oppression –both intellectually and physically because of the
relative absence of documentary material about her life and because a detailed
account of her rape survived in court records.”116 Compared to how women of the
feminist movement, particularly during the early second wave, had similar hardships,
it would seem natural to adopt Artemisia as a sympathetic figure of feminist art
history. Her success and misfortune are stories that many female scholars could relate
to.
Artemisia Gentileschi
Born in Rome in 1593 to Orazio Gentileschi (1563-1639), Artemisia
Gentileschi had been taught by her father the skills needed to pursue a career in the
art world despite its restricted system. Artemisia excelled in her talent of early
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Baroque painting in a way that stood out among her peers. 117 Contrasting lights and
darks from Caravaggio’s (1571-1610) teachings in the Baroque style had caught the
eye of her father and others at an early age. Orazio was certainly not reluctant in
boasting about her skill either. In a letter addressed to the Dowager Grand Duchess
Cristina di Lorena (1565-1637), Orazio had claimed that in just three years, Artemisia
had achieved a skill that no student was comparable to her.118 Yet, tragedy had fallen
on the late teen in 1611 when a colleague of her father named Agostino Tassi (15781644) raped Artemisia. While details on the rape were argued, such as if it were a
consensual relationship, the trial had left a heavy mark on Artemisia’s life and career.
Tortured by thumbscrews in an effort to verify her claims, and her honor tarnished by
both Tassi and his supporters, Tassi received a light sentence of banishment for only
five years.119 After the ordeal, she was married to a Florentine artist and moved to
Florence. From then on, she received significant success: being the first woman
accepted into the Academy of the Arts of Drawing, networking with other respected
artists of the time, gaining a sizable patronage, and traveling both in Italy and the rest
of Europe. One aspect of her life, the tragic event had earned the sympathy of many
modern women and who might have related to Artemisia’s experiences, had other
scholars speaking against too much attention on her rape and trial.
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Violence Represented in Artemisia’s Art

Figure 5: Gentileschi, Artemisia (1593-1656). Figure 6: Gentileschi, Artemisia (1593-1656).
Judith Beheading Holofernes (1612-21).
Judith Beheading Holofernes (1611-12).
Florence, Italy: Galleria degli Uffizi.
Naples, Italy: Museo Nazionale di
Capodimonte.

When being introduced to Artemisia and her life as an artist, her rape and trial
are often heavily mentioned. The reason for this was that some had speculated that
due to her trauma of the incident, it had affected her artwork of later years. Depictions
of strong-willed women from history, myth, and religion who are often fighting
against villainous men had become a common detail when describing her art themes.
Many of her early work had sparked topics of female empowerment interpretation,
but her subject on Judith Beheading Holofernes (1611-12), the version residing in
Naples, Italy and the Florentine Judith Beheading Holofernes (1612-21) both hold
places as some of her most recognizable pieces.
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The Book of Judith is about the story of God’s deliverance of the Jewish
people. 120 This deliverance is given through the “hand of a female” who is Judith for
her act in slaying the Assyrian general Holofernes. Judith was living as a widow
before the events of the story and was described as “beautiful in appearance and very
lovely to behold.”121 As the story progresses, with Judith praying to God, she sets out
with her maid to the camp where Holofernes and his men reside. After meeting with
some of Holofernes’ guards, who marveled at Judith’s beauty, the women are
escorted to Holofernes’ tent.122 After staying for three nights or so, after one night of
heavy drinking, a drunk Holofernes was left alone with Judith. Praying, “O Lord, God
of all might, in this hour look graciously on the work of my hands for the exaltation
of Jerusalem,” Judith took Holofernes’ sword, struck his neck twice, and cut off his
head.123 While this is only a very brief summary of the story, it was a powerful scene
that was replicated by many artists. In the verse, there is a quick mention of the
decapitation of Holofernes, but many artists depict it as a violent scene, especially in
Artemisia’s versions.
Artemisia had painted both versions of Judith forcibly holding Holofernes
down while messily slicing his head off with a short sword. The struggle is apparent
in how solid her forearms look, and how Holofernes grips the handmaid as he is
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dying. Given the subject matter and how violent Judith is portrayed, many scholars
had adopted the idea of this piece particularly mirroring Artemisia’s trauma toward
her rape by Tassi. While that speculation could have a ring of truth to it, there has
been some debate against the idea. Elizabeth S. Cohen in “The Trials of Artemisia
Gentileschi: A Rape as History” had expressed concern over the amount of attention
that Artemisia’s rape had received. Cohen states: “Artemisia is now a heroine, a
triumphant resister of patriarchy. Through rape survival, Artemisia is said to have
developed a feminist consciousness that express itself in her paintings, especially in
the striking violence of her repeated renderings of ‘Judith and Holofernes.”’ 124
Artemisia’s rape and the trial are so tied to her identity as a woman artist that it is
nearly impossible not to discuss the event. Cohen had acknowledged that scholars,
such as Mary Garrard, had eased off the subject, but still holds concerns about how it
has almost eroticized Artemisia. 125 While there is some truth to Cohen’s claims that
Artemisia’s rape could overshadow her as an excellent artist, during the early years of
rediscovering women artists, it is no surprise that Artemisia’s rape was at the core of
the discussion.
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Documentation during the Early Stages of Rediscovering Artemisia Gentileschi
and the Second-Wave
Offering a new chronology of Artemisia during 1963 established a curiosity
toward the woman artist. R. Ward Bissel (1936-2019) has written on Italian Baroque
art with a special interest in both Artemisia and Orazio Gentileschi, presenting a
“non-feminist” interest in women artists. Certainly, that is not to say that only
feminist art historians had written on women artists as how it is not true to say that
feminist art history first begun in the 1970’s. Bissel’s work shows a detailed
chronology of Artemisia, which was a common approach when the interest in these
women artists expanded within the discipline. Timelines help track and mark valuable
works and documentation of artists, so to have a detailed one on Artemisia was
beneficial. Bissel had given an extremely detailed account of Artemisia and her
contributions to Baroque art period without visible bias. I could find little on Bissel’s
stance on feminism. His relation to feminist research is similar to second-wave, but
since he was a cisgender male, he avoided being labeled as a feminist for his interest
in Artemisia. Whether this was due to his own preference or the lack of others
regarding him as a feminist is hard to find out. Typical of a chronological study,
Bissel recounts the event in Artemisia’s life that hung over the artist’s head into any
study of both her private life and artistic career. There is not one study on Artemisia
that does not at least mention the rape, trial, or the connection between the event and
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her symbolism in her artwork.126 While speculations, many of the later studies of the
link between the rape and painting favor the connection, as Cohen had pointed out.
However, it still falls under the act of interpretation.
The rest of Bissel’s article follows “new” documentations that dated her
artwork, since much of Artemisia’s artwork was hard to identify. Here is an example
of how Bissel examines Artemisia’s artworks and uses common art historical
methods to determine the date of this artwork. Bissell states:
Her patrons were not restricted to Italians, however. The Birth of St. John the
Baptist (Fig. 16), signed ‘ARTEMITIA GINTILESCHI,’ is in the Prado. A
tradition which goes back at least as far as Lizaro Diaz del Valle in 1656
maintains that this picture, which was then in the Buen Retiro Palace in
Madrid, was Artemisia’s contribution to Massimo Stanzione’s series of the
Life of St. John the Baptist, also in the Prado.63 Since both artists worked in
Naples and the dimensions of Artemisia’s painting (184 x 258cm) are almost
exactly those of two of the canvases by Stanzione, the tradition can be
regarded as fact. Unfortunately, this connection has proved to be of little help
in dating Artemisia’s picture, and a dating on the basis of style is complicated
by the layers of varnish over the surface. Nevertheless, the lighting is still very
subtle, which suggests a mature stage in Artemisia’s development. The figure
with the basin continues a pose established for the maidservant in the Judith in
Detroit (Fig. 9) and anticipates the kneeling woman in the Bathsheba in
Columbus, Ohio (see below and Fig. 21), datable in the early 1640’s. The
Prado canvas is likewise related to the works at Pozzuoli, datable ca. 163538. It should thus be placed just before or immediately after her trip to
London.127
Recalling Nanette Salomon’s argument of how art historical methods may prove to be
a disadvantage for feminist artists since those methods were made under an
oppressive system dating back to Vasari, I refute that argument, if only slightly. Here,
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there are no tones of gender discriminations or biases from Bissel. His approach is
more traditional in comparison to the number of feminist art historians covered in this
paper but shows how a study on a woman artist can be completed by anyone. The
scope of feminist art history does heavily focus on gender discrimination but to have
examples from male researchers writing about women artists helps in expanding the
narrative. While labels, such as feminist, can be applied to anyone despite their
gender, Bissel seems to have remained neutral on the topic.
Bissell wrote recent articles before his death in 2019, one article being
“Artemisia Gentileschi: Painter of Still-Lifes?” (2013). From reading his older work
and reading this article, he regularly applies a very standard method of art historical
writing. Obviously, his work is not written under a feminist lens, but it is under a lens
that views Artemisia as a part of canon art history. That is not to assume that Bissell
would think any differently from other scholars who happen to use feminist theory in
their own research. In this particular article, Bissell counters another article,
“Artemisia Gentileschi in Venice” (2000) by Patrizia Costa, on whether Artemisia
was in Venice during a certain time and her involvement in a manuscript.
Costa backs up her claims to some documentation surfacing over the years,
marking Artemisia as present in Venice another time other than in 1621. One piece of
evidence that Costa provides is written praise for Artemisia in the year of 1627 by an
unknown author.128 However, the other piece of evidence was a manuscript by
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Girolamo Gualdo (1492-1566), Giardino di Ca' Gualdo cioé raccolta di pittori,
scultori, architetti ecc. esistenti nella gallería Gualdo di Vicenza (1650). In it was a
collection of art his family collected that featured more than 130 artists.129 A passage
that roughly documents Artemisia’s appearance in Venice at that time is Costa’s key
evidence. Costa admits it does not reveal when Artemisia arrived in Venice or what
business she had there.130 Other than trying to pin down when Artemisia had visited
Venice, Costa also believes that this was evidence of Artemisia having painted stilllife paintings. Of course, Costa is hypothesizing these events based on the limited
sources, but they seem solid enough to consider Artemisia’s possible involvement. At
the end of her article, Costa warns about letting “feminist sensibly” cloud judgment
on whether Artemisia was involved with the manuscript or in Venice around before
the Plague had hit Venice.131 Her phrasing was intriguing in that it had drawn
attention to feminist interpretation in a slightly negative light. Whether the intention
was to slight feminist interpretation or not, it might be seen as an arrogance toward
feminist theory in art historical topics.
Returning to Bissell’s article, he refutes that there is no strong evidence of
Artemisia being skilled in still-life paintings. He suggests that the painter, Giovanna
Garzoni (1600-1670), was the artist of the still-life works in the manuscript, not
Artemisia. 132 While he questions the unquestioned accounts listed by Costa, Bissell
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does not deny the possibility of Gualdo and Artemisia meeting in Venice at one
point.133 The name “Artemisia” is listed, but it is unclear if it were Artemisia
Gentileschi. Concerning the timing, letters prove that Artemisia was settled in Naples
by 1630s, already working on pieces for Cassiano dal Pozzo (1588-1657) and a
portrait of a Duchess around the time she was supposedly in Venice by Costa’s
claims. 134 His other argument is that it was Giovanna Garzoni who painted the stilllife works due to the repeated designs of the plants and creatures that had mirrored
Giovanna’s regular work. Four miniatures owned by Girolamo Gualdo are proof of
this, such as lizards, butterflies, flies, birds, and other little creatures.135 In the final
paragraph, he quotes what Costa’s critique of him: “Patrizia Costa has written ‘that
we should be much more open to the idea that Artemisia did engage in the painting of
still-life and not let biases of the kind suggested by Bissell preclude us from looking
for works by Artemisia”’136 In the end, Bissell leaves it up to the reader to decide who
is correct in this matter.
After reading both articles, Bissell makes a strong case on refuting Costa’s
claims. While that is my own opinion, the purpose of mentioning both articles are an
attempt to study the methods used by both scholars. Both heavily use primary sources
and past behaviors of documented sources to distinguish if Artemisia were in Venice
during a certain date. Bissell left the debate open for the possibility that Costa could
be right, despite providing strong evidence rebutting her case. In the end, both articles
133
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provide an interesting display between two opposing scholars on a subject such as
this.
In a different example by Alfred Moir (1924-2010), Caravaggio and his
Copyists (1976), he focuses on Caravaggio (1571-1610) and the subject on his many
followers who created convincing copies of Caravaggio’s artwork. In some of his
questioning, Moir ponders the usefulness of copies of artwork and how it affects
attribution of the original versions. 137 While I will not go too much into detail about
Moir’s work, what is important to note is how he framed his study. By going over the
many examples of copies and analyzing them, along with the help of literary sources
to confirm which is an imitation or copy of Caravaggio’s work, it builds a catalog of
what artwork belongs to a certain follower of Caravaggio’s style. Caravaggio had a
short career by today standards and his habits of living were irregular, resulting in a
difficult time in tracking his artistic activity. 138 However, by the many copies made
by his followers, including Orazio and Artemisia Gentileschi, Moir suggests that
remaining open to studying the various copies from his followers to learn more about
Caravaggio’s missing artwork. This text is heavy in art historical methods and a
complete opposite to the research mentioned during my study.
Second-Wave Feminist Scholarship and Artemisia
Many of the tools and methods used by leading feminist art historians focused
heavily on the fact that the artist in question was a woman. On the subject of
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rediscovering a history of women involved in art history, the emphasize on women is
expected. This stage had celebrated that there were women artists and wanted to map
out their own timeline, since they were neglected from canonical art history due to
gender discrimination. Mary D. Garrard has been recognized as one of the leading
historians to cause Artemisia to become well-known as a skillful woman artist. When
a tragic story such as Artemisia’s is presented under a feminist lens, it is hard not to
sympathize with her. While I could agree with Cohen’s criticism on scholars’
attention to the incident, during the early years of feminist art history, it would make
sense for someone like Garrard to focus on that victim narrative. As feminist art
historians grew with the feminist waves, introducing more theoretical approaches
when analyzing women artists and their work was a foundation to stand on and
develop from.
Research that focuses on women artists, such as Our Hidden Heritage: Five
Centuries of Women Artists (1974), by Eleanor Tufts, and Women Artists, 1550-1950
(1981), by Ann Sutherland Harris and Linda Nochlin, were important in building that
foundation for feminist art history. Our Hidden Heritage contains small biographies
on women artists with basic art historical methods when discussing the life and
careers of artists. In the chapter on Artemisia Gentileschi, covering the available
information of the artist’s life, artwork and overall career path. After listing a short
timeline of Artemisia’s activities as a woman artists, Tufts concludes the chapter by
stating: “It is surprising that despite all the recognition given to her paintings … no
book has ever been written on this major artists of the seventeenth century, who was
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proud to sign her work as ‘Gentileschi.”’139 With a majority of the chapter being more
focus on the recording of Artemisia’s life and career, offering little in any theoretical
methods and favoring traditional art history biography methods, to read that last
sentence was important to a bigger question. Artemisia, as did other women artists
before her, did receive a certain amount of recognition as artists. But despite that,
according to Tufts at the time of writing Our Hidden Heritage, there were little to no
books on Artemisia and her life as a woman artist.
Even so, that was beginning to change as more research was being published
on women artists. Women Artists, 1550-1950 extended their research to women artists
of different times and locations. The feminist interpretations by Harris and Nochlin
are vastly more apparent in their text than in Tufts. Topics, such as the different
struggles and attitudes toward women artists, were discussed. Many found success in
their uniqueness as women artists, but once more women sought out careers in the
arts, that advantage had dwindled.140 While these methods have not disappeared,
feminist art history does start to shift into heavier usage of theoretical methods via
postmodern discourses and approaches and frequently involving more feminist
interpretations of art historical topics.
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Third-Wave Feminist Scholarship and Artemisia
As scholarship progressed, methods in writing about Artemisia were utilizing
feminist theory in an effort to focus on the artist as a woman artist and why Artemisia
stood out among her male counterparts. In
Garrard’s article Artemisia’s Hand, she takes
images of Artemisia’s artwork and analyzes
how she portrays her female figures hands in
comparison to male artists’ depictions of
female hands. Garrard’s claim was that it is
through women’s hands that Artemisia’s
women could take on the world and confront
adversity. 141 Feminist topics, such as women
Figure 7: Gentileschi, Artemisia (15931656). Susanna and the Elders (1610).
Pommersfelden: Schloss Weissenstein.

being treated as objects for men to look,
produced a lot of examples. In Susanna and

the Elders (1610), a cluster of hands are centered of the painting, drawing focus.
Susanna’s hands are held up in disgust, and the rejection of the elders is clear in her
strong blocking nature.142 The same can be said with Artemisia’s painting of Judith
Beheading Holofernes during 1614-1620. Once again, the center of the painting is
lively with the violent clash of hands. Dramatic shadows and light and dark contrasts
are signature of the Italian Baroque style, same with the use of heightened emotions.
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Judith’s forearms hold the struggling form of the general, and with her sword,
forcible decapitates his head, all while the maid assists in restraining Holofernes. The
female empowerment approach is not lost on feminist art historians, receiving so
much attention.
Another example to prove Garrard’s point is the comparison between her
father’s skill and her skill in painting. While it is a common for many artists of the

Figure 8: Gentileschi, Orazio (1563-1639). Lute
Player (1626). Washington: National Gallery of
Art.

Figure 9: Gentileschi, Artemisia (15931656). St. Cecilia Playing a Lute (1616).
Rome, Italy: Galleria Spada.

time to either study or to work in their father’s studios, if they had fathers who were
artists themselves, so were the women artists were brought up in a similar fashion. Of
course, many women artists were limited to learning from their fathers, or from
connections that their father’s might have had, since women could not achieve
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apprenticeship normally. 143 Orazio’s Lute Player and Artemisia’s Lute Player (Saint
Cecilia) show how she had kept traits of her father’s style but had also developed her
own in the process. Orazio’s version shows of a young woman who holds a lute
delicately in her hands, almost as if it is floating. There is no weight, or movement, in
her form. Garrard comments that Orazio’s lute player’s hands “are arranged to show
off their beauty; they barely move, and they pose self-consciously.”144 In contrast,
Artemisia’s lute player, highly uncommon in terms of representations of women in art
during the Baroque period, is displayed actively playing her instrument. The hands
are in motion, knuckles and jointed fingers plucking the strings, showing a more
credible lute player than the version Orazio painted.145 By analyzing these two
paintings, one can discovered just how different interpretations between male and
female minds were constructed and nurtured in a particular time and culture when
portraying a subject in art. Seemingly plain in retrospect to later feminist art historian
methodology, methods, such as iconography and semiotics, frame the discipline for it
laid down the fundamentals of third-wave feminist historians to allow other methods
to be used.
The approach in Mieke Bal’s “Head Hunting: ‘Judith’ on the Cutting Edge of
Knowledge” (1994) is to compare and contrast similar themes between artwork by
male and female artists. The essay is a study on Europe’s cultural relationships with
Judith’s story, which has commonly labeled her as a heroine for women and a threat
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to men, and Bal challenging those interpretations. Rather than accepting this narrative
as fact, it is just one of many interpretations that can occur within the story of Judith.
Caravaggio’s and Artemisia’s depictions of Judith in their artwork contrasted in
matters of interpretation and level of skill, but it is also how others have interpreted
the artwork that stood out to Bal.
Judith’s story, along with other biblical women’s stories, are narratives that
can be interpreted in different ways due to their openness in interpretation. Bal
explains: “Judith is a clear case of what I have termed elsewhere an ideo-story. By
that term I mean a narrative whose structure lends itself to be the receptacle, or
projection screen, of different, often opposing ideologies which the narrative appears
to emblematize.”146 Relating back to the feminist interpretations of the third-wave and
the feminist tones place onto Artemisia’s Judith and accepting Caravaggio’s version
of Judith as having a level of gynophobia, Bal points out the risks of letting an
opinionated narrative control how one sees art.
Bal mentions Mary Garrard’s study of Caravaggio’s Judith Beheading
Holofernes (1598-99) on how Judith is not as dramatically involved in the scene as
the dying Holofernes, thus marking him as a tragic hero rather than a villain. Not only
that, but that Garrard does not see how Caravaggio can flesh out the female character
of Judith due to Caravaggio’s disconnect with her due to him being male. 147 Bal
argues that could be an incorrect opinion due to the history of Caravaggio’s male
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figures appearing androgynous or displaying signs of femininity. 148 She states: “The
difference between Judith’s statuesque quality and Holofernes’ dramatic one, striking
indeed, is not caused by stereotypical gender positions, but questions these.” 149 While
not totally disagreeing with Garrard, to accept that Caravaggio’s version is misogynic
significantly, but to completely write off his portrayal of Judith and Holofernes as
misogynic based on his gender is a misstep and a risk.
This ties back to the discussion on the threat of feminist interpretation and its
relationship with artwork. Keeping the facts straight, while also proving one’s
theories, can be tricky, especially when the subject is on women artists, who lived in a
period when it was commonly accepted to be secondary to men. This attitude still
exists in some aspect in daily life. However, by applying modern social discourses to
older subjects can help to understand why and how that situation is outdated. To
outline older subjects as misogynic and compare it to today social standards points
out the issues with continuous gender discrimination in a more obvious way. The
androcentric system of the discipline of Art History still remains, causing this method
to remain purposeful in an effort to fight against such misogynic principles.
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Connections Among Fellow Women Artists
Ann Sutherland Harris in “Artemisia Gentileschi and Elisabetta Sirani: Rivals
or Strangers?” (2010) contemplates on the possible connections between the two

Figure 10: Sirani, Elisabetta (1638-1665).
Self-Portrait as Allegory of Painting
(1658). Moscow, Russia: Pushkin
Museum.

Figure 11: Gentileschi, Artemisia (15931656). Self-Portrait as the Allegory of
Painting (1625 or 1638-39). England:
Royal Collection.

seventeenth-century women artists, Artemisia Gentileschi and Elisabetta Sirani
(1638-65). Harris analyzes the common practice of the younger artists learning from
older masters who were not necessarily their teachers, for example, Raphael learning
from the work of Michelangelo in the Sistine Chapel. Harris takes into account the
limited travel that women of that time might had dealt with and of the possible
acknowledgment between women artists, such as Artemisia and Lavinia Fontana
(1552-1614). Yet the question that the article is trying to answer is if Sirani sought
inspiration from Artemisia and her work. Using the visual analyzing of paintings by
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both women, examples being Sirani’s Allegory of Painting as Clio (1658) and
Artemisia’s Allegory of Painting (1625 or 1638-39). The argument of whether Sirani
took something from Artemisia’s artwork is still too ambiguous to give a solid yes or
no. The article, however, questions whether women artists and their possible
connections with one another or connections with each other’s artwork influenced
their own work instead of always having male influences.
When it comes to women artists, the chances of meeting one another were
much rarer due to societal limitations. Harris states: “[F]or women artists, much less
able to travel freely, especially in their early formative years when they were usually
not married, firsthand information about the work of other artists, especially their
female peers, even those in private collections in their hometown, was not easy to
obtain. Thus, they may have known little beyond the fact that a few women had
shown such talent that they were rewarded with commissions from prestigious
patrons, from kings and popes.”150 There were reputations to rely on, such as Lavinia
Fontana’s reputation being noticed by Artemisia at one point, which might have
included Fontana’s commissions for Pope Clement VIII (1536-1605) and her
celebrity status in Rome.151 This section of Harris’ paper used wording, such as “to
consider” or “it is not improbable,” marking it as speculation if Artemisia met with
Fontana or knew of her. With the success Fontana received during her career,
Artemisia’s knowledge of Fontana is likely. While Harris backed up her claims with
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circumstantial evidence, such as Fontana’s commissions for Pope Clement VIII or her
status in Rome, there is room in her argument to be proved wrong but not to discredit
her claims completely.
If there were any possible connection among these women artists, it would fall
under the father’s influence. Gossip and networking were a common activity for
artists or the fathers of artists, accessing knowledge of others that might have caught
the eye of the general public. However, there were reliable sources on a small
selection of women artists, as Harris explains that Giorgio Vasari’s passages focusing
on women artists, such as Sofonisba Anguissola, would be available for other women
artists, such as Artemisia or Sirani, to read about.152 Even so, circulation of an woman
artist’s achievements barely scratched the surface when male artists were much more
visible.
Of the possible connection between Artemisia and Sirani, there would have
been a possibility of Sirani seeing some of Artemisia’s work, such as the Judith
beheading Holofernes (1620), The Penitent Magdalene (1618-20), and a smaller
canvas of Judith with her handmaid with the severed head of Holofernes. 153 Sirani
had started to gain in popularity, earning a promoter named Conte Ferdinando Cospi,
who had setup important links with those of the house of Medici and the young artist.
Before her early death in 1665, Sirani was already well into her career and would
have at least known of Artemisia by this time. So, if Sirani did see Artemisia’s work,
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Harris thinks that her portrayal of Allegory of Painting as Clio is similar to
Artemisia’s Allegory of Painting:
Did Sirani know anything about Artemisia’s Allegory of Painting? Pittura was
not a common subject, and Artemisia’s painting, which she probably took
with her to England as a gift, was never apparently in a Florentine collection,
nor is it documented in a Roman one either. We know she made another
painting of Pittura for a Spanish patron in 1637, but Sirani could not have
learned about it either. But some rumor of the subject, which as an allegory
was invented by Vasari for his own house in Arezzo, was all Sirani would
have needed to develop her own virtuoso painting with its far more
intellectually demanding content. The subject had, however, already been
taken up in Bologna by Simone Cantarini several times, and once by her
father, so she did not need knowledge of Artemisia’s work to create her
own.154
Harris ends her essay in an open discussion type of way. She states that it is hard to
know if the two women artists did know of each other, whether through connections
with promoters of their art or through word of mouth. Regardless, Harris calls for
some “fresh information” about both women’s public and private reputations to
hopefully answer the questions brought up in her essay.
Harris sets up plausible connections that allow for new information to change
her arguments very easily. While my summary of Harris’ essay is not to answer those
questions, the way Harris framed her paper is most interesting. I find this approach
very favorable for the exploration of women artists to those new to the subject.
Harris, while suggesting many possible reasons for the two women meeting at any
time, had also developed an interest in the relationship between women artists of the
period in general with her assumptions and questioning. With the normal use of art
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history methods, such as analyzing the artwork both women produced, Harris’
method is open to many possibilities that could be explored.
Expansion of Methodology of Current Art History Scholarship in the FourthWave
Mentions of an artist’s living wage and if they were burden with debt is more
for an in-depth art historical study. A basic course would not focus how an artist spent
his or her wages unless it tied into the images or topic being discussed. When
financial questions are asked, it allows another perspective to look at that artist’s
artwork. The same can be said for feminist art history. Strong bases of women artists
were made, with any changes or additional discoveries made only encouraging more
research on their subjects. In the case of Artemisia, this is no different. Sheila Barker
proposes an inquiry of Artemisia’s financial situation during her career. The
program’s goals are to make women artists during the early modern period of Italy
visible in research, as well as fill in the blanks of their oeuvres.
Barker’s essay in 2017, “Artemisia’s Money: The Entrepreneurship of a
Woman Artist in Seventeenth-Century Florence,” was to reassess the evidence of
Artemisia’s relationship with money. Before, there was a time when scholars thought
Artemisia was careless in regard to the amount of debt she apparently had. Another
source thought it was her husband, Poerantonio Stiattesi, who caused her debt.155
New information had disproved these assumptions, however. For one, constant debt
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was a common problem for artists at the time. Artisans, especially, when their
products took many hours/days/months to complete, relied on credit.156 In
Artemisia’s case, she was spending money on lavish dresses and expensive items to
dress up the home, which doubled as her work area. Rather than for vanity, there was
a strategy to Artemisia’s spending habits. To attract patrons to her artwork, she made
herself and her home appear elegant.157 This proves the “constant” debt problem most
artists had at the time, but Barker questioned why Artemisia started this behavior so
early on in her career.
One reason was that most of the garments and fabrics used in Artemisia’s
paintings were hers. She would have her models wear these expensive garments of
heavy fabric and bright colors, enhancing the quality of the painting. Another reason
was the credit issue mentioned above. However, rather than seen as a sign of poverty,
it was a common business strategy. Nevertheless, there were consequences. Artemisia
was called to court many times due to problems with credit. Due to her being a
woman, her husband had to represent her in court, and this caused a strain in their
relationship. In the end, instead of thinking of Artemisia as a poverty-stricken
individual, she was actually an entrepreneur. She had to worked with her husband
rather than run her business alone, because of the attitudes toward Italian women’s
etiquette during the early modern period, but she was acting like any other artist with
their business.
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While Sheila Barker has written on Artemisia currently during the fourth
wave, it is her work in the Jane Fortune Research Program that marks her as part of
fourth-wave feminism. Her written work includes collections of essays about women
artists, one example being the book, Artemisia Gentileschi in a Changing Light
(2017) or Women Artists in Early Modern Italy: Careers, Fame, and Collectors
(2016). Barker is currently the director of the Jane Fortune Research Program whose
mission is to “utilize archival resources to uncover new documentation on women
artists active during the 15th through the 19th centuries, especially if they had
connection to Florence.” 158 Through the use of the program, publication of new
written works about women artists are being funded and support the new revival to
the method of gathering a collection of works by varying authors that discuss on such
topics. This method is not new by any means, but seeing how more current research
using this method is offering a more rounded approach to one subject, it is nice to see.
By spreading out interest in the subject of a woman artist or female patronage in
general, it draws a focus on what was and currently is secondary knowledge in art
history.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Linda Nochlin revisited her famous essay in 2015, which is well into the
fourth feminist wave at that time. In this revision of her essay, titled, “From 1971:
Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?” much of the issues that she had
listed are still problems:
While the recent upsurge of feminist activity in this country has indeed been a
liberating one, its force has been chiefly emotional—personal, psychological
and subjective—centered, like the other radical movements to which it is
related, on the present and its immediate needs, rather than on historical
analysis of the basic intellectual issues which the feminist attack on the status
quo automatically raises. Like any revolution, however, the feminist one
ultimately must come to grips with the intellectual and ideological basis of the
various intellectual or scholarly disciplines—history, philosophy, sociology,
psychology, etc.—in the same way that it questions the ideologies of present
social institutions. 159
In an interview with Maura Reilly, published May 2015 in an issue of ArtNEWS,
titled, “Linda Nochlin on Feminism Then and Now,” Nochlin goes into details about
how “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?” was developed and how
before her essay, there was “no such thing as feminist art history.” 160 Since the
publication of her revolutionary essay, the topic has been circulating among the few
groups concerned with the topic. The interest in women artists had then created an
interest in female art patronage by researchers, allowing for a different angle on
female involvement toward the arts. However, she points out, “[Y]et it is perhaps
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arguable that even today women have to struggle harder to get to the top, whatever
the top is. Certainly, there are more shows by women artists in museums, especially
university museums, than there used to be. But men still command the top prices at
auctions and in general.” Improvements to the gender gap of Art History has been
made, but the persistence of the gap itself supports a deep-seeded issue that small
improvements cannot solve.
Each feminist wave had an immediate need met: first wave with voting rights,
second wave with more liberation for women rights and the push for women minority
inclusion, and third with more theoretical approaches. The fourth wave in its activism
against sexual aggressors and using the Internet to spread their messages. The fifth
wave is a little more complicated, in my honest opinion. In the article by Eleanor
Courtemanche, she had suggested that the fourth and fifth waves were separated by a
very thin line of Internet culture. In her argument, the fourth wave consists of Internet
culture that does not fully deal with the political and activism of the feminist
movement. Instead, fifth wave is more concerned with the political and social issues,
more or less. I had expressed my hesitance of agreeing fully with this argument
because of my own personal relationship with feminism over the Internet. Personally,
I did see evidences of feminist fourth wave activism and its relationship with the
Internet. However, I thought to include Courtemanche’s viewpoint to demonstrate
how thin the transition between fourth and fifth wave was. Especially since
information and movements develop quickly on the Internet and fade just as fast.
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In early 1985, Donna Haraway predicted in “A Cyborg Manifesto” that
technology would be the next weapon in fighting against sexism and gender
discrimination. During the time of written text, a form of feminism that was in search
of the roots of patriarchy in society and the need to overthrow that system. However,
Haraway rejects this and purposes a different route. Haraway defines a “cyborg” as a
human and machine hybrid and that people will become cyborgs by the end of the
late twentieth century. 161 Throughout the feminist waves in the United States, there
has always been a structure that controls almost everything. Feminist theory, as it had
developed over the decades, had broken down the discriminations within certain
groups based on gender, race, and class. Now, these topics are more complex as one
goal shifted into total inclusion of anyone that faced oppression by a patriarchal
society. However, that is not entirely good thing. Haraway explains that, “Gender,
race, or class-consciousness is an achievement forced on us by the terrible historical
experience of the contradictory social realities of patriarchy, colonialism, and
capitalism.”162 In my understanding of the argument, is that we as humans will move
pass this need to have a total identity, which is actually splitting us from one another
rather than unifying us, and move toward affinity. How fourth and future feminist
waves fits into this is the use of technology and how we communicate through it. As
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our society adapts to the advancing technology, we will adapt into a more fluid way
of being and how we form our politics. 163
All past waves, as marked for their most active and successful times in the
movement, had been celebrating these immediate needs being met. There was not one
main feminist wave that could solve all the problems that have concerned the
movement. Each wave had its own problems that have been reviewed by later
feminist waves to be troubling. One example would be the neglect of minorities in
earlier wave periods, an issue improved by later waves efforts to push an
intersectional perspective into their theories and activism. This is similar to Hal
Foster’s argument in The Return of The Real: The Avant-Garde at the End of the
Century (1996) about the resurgence of the avant-garde in art. The avant-garde was
experimental and pushed against what was normal in art institutions and in society.
But what makes the feminist movement and the avant-garde similar, in addition to
them both being modern phenomena, is that they both keep incarnating, because past
generations do not and cannot solve all the concerns and issues at hand, as well as
each generation faces its own particular challenges. Foster states: “But the method of
these returns is similar: to focus on ‘the constructive omission’ crucial to each
discourse. The motives are similar too: not only to restore the radical integrity of the
discourse but to challenge its status in the present, the received ideas that deform its
structure and restrict its efficacy.” 164 Like the avant-garde movements, each feminist
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wave has taken from past waves and expanded or altered them to fit into that present
wave’s socio-political concerns.
In the case for feminist art history, the changing generational needs are even a
more visible issue. Nochlin continues:
Even a simple question like Why have there been no great women artists? can,
if answered adequately, create a sort of chain reaction, expanding not merely
to encompass the accepted assumptions of the single field, but outward to
embrace history and the social sciences, or even psychology and literature,
and thereby, from the outset, to challenge the assumption that the traditional
divisions of intellectual inquiry are still adequate to deal with the meaningful
questions of our time, rather than the merely convenient or self-generated
ones.165
This addition that Nochlin had added did not include a total shift in her attitude
toward feminist art history. It is much the same as it was back in 1971 when Nochlin
calls for a focus of the institutional problems surrounding the discipline rather than
focusing on individual problems. While the individual problems are just as important
and provide immediate relief to a topic, such as drawing more visibility to women
artists and patronage in research, the main problem has not been solved. Nochlin,
once again, draws the woman question into a broader sphere, stating, “[T]he question
of women’s equality—in art as in any other realm—devolves not upon the relative
benevolence or ill-will of individual men, nor the self-confidence or abjectness of
individual women, but rather on the very nature of our institutional structures
themselves and the view of reality which they impose on the human beings who are
part of them.”166
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When thinking back on Nanette Salomon and her concerns with the focus on
feminist theory and its relationship to the study of art history, the same could be said
about her own approaches. Salomon questioned the methodological soundness in the
tools that feminist art historians used in their efforts to include women in the
canonized art history timeline. While the core of her argument is not completely
wrong, an answer to her concerns lies within the discussion of the institutional
problems of the discipline. Women art historians do not need a feminist art historical
method to analyze any piece of artwork. With the inclusion of feminist theory along
with the tools of art historical methodology, there is already a difference in her
research from that. However, it does highlight attitudes of both feminists and nonfeminists that question the further exploration of feminist art history. Is there a more
defined list of women artists and patronage? Yes. Is scholarship on women artists and
patronage continuing to expand as the use of technology advances? Yes. So, then
feminists had succeeded in their overall efforts? The individual battles for recognition
have been established, but the overall issue of battling a system set up against women
is far from over. Yet as we continue with this fourth feminist wave and into a possible
fifth wave, there is a promising outlook to Nochlin’s call for the evaluation of the
institutional problems of academia and our society as a whole.
The selected methods used by the selected scholar had ranged from general art
historical research to a mix of art historical and feminist theory methods. There were
a few times that scholars were concern over the fact that feminist theory had shifted
the focus from visual analysis of artwork to drawing focus on to social issues such as
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gender inequality. While those scholars are justified in their concerns, the fact is that
canonized art history does have an issue with gender inequality on an institutional
level. Art history has come a long way from the time of Giorgio Vasari, and the old
ways of thinking collide with present societal changes in the United States. While the
increased accessibility to specialized topics, such as feminist art history, has helped in
spreading awareness, this is not enough to further progress.
The goal for this study was to outline feminist art history and some selected
research that demonstrated this shift from the individual to the institutional or public
sphere. Pairing questions that call attention to the mistreatment of women in art
history, with theory-based methods to understand the continuous neglect opens
discussion on how women are studied in androcentric fields such as art history. I
strongly believe that in the current fourth feminist wave that we are slowly achieving,
as well as expanding our scope to more technology-based operations, women in art
history can possibly receive a more equal standing among their male counterparts in
the future.
As we have shifted into this fourth wave, a media-powered march, including
movements, such as the Metoo movement, which strived to publicly call out sexual
harassment of both men and women, or the Black Lives Matter movement, heavy
with video documentation of racism against Black men and women, shows the fight
against old battles but using new tools in order to fight back with. As this resurgence
of feminist issues especially in the media, this calls for a reevaluation of the feminist
art history discipline and the persistent divide with canonized art history. Old issues
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that have been debated during the three completed feminist waves are resurfacing as a
new generation starts to face similar issues in their lives, even more so now with the
easy accessibility of the Internet. Not only that but, as we saw in some of the research
that I had covered in chapter four, feminist art historians that were active in later
waves of the feminist movement are embracing a more public and broader method of
studying their subjects. This shows that there is a conscious awareness to the
institutional problem. The efforts of the past feminist waves, with all criticism put
aside, had led to this new tactic being implemented. While there is still much to be
developed on, the future for feminist art history seems bright. If the discussion
continues to favor debate on the problems of systematic issues rather than the
individual, the goal of having a more accepting institution for art history naturally
including women is closer than it was during Nochlin’s first examination.
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